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Prominent Memphian Commits Suicide In Home
The Choice Is Yours
[ an editorial]
The 1966 campaign for state l compare this
and local positions is becom-
ing increasingly more like a
play with each of the char-
acters revealing more a n d
more about themselves as the
plot increases. In this situation
the audience has to decide
which has revealed enough
about himself to merit it s
vote.
Two very strong candidates
for the position of State Rep-
resentative for the 6th District
in the Democratic Primary are
S. A. Wilbun and J. 0. Pat-
terson, Jr. If we are going to
campaign with a
play, it must bc addeci that
both of these candidates are
playing their roles well in rep-
resenting democratic ideals for
the improvement of the state
of Tennessee.
S. A. Wilbun has ability, ex-
perience, and integrity. His
ability has been demonstrated
over the years in and out of
government. It it interesting to
note (as an asset) that he be-
came the firsrlTec ro ever to
serve as Assistant City Attor-
Continued On Page 2
Woman Of The Week
Mrs. Bumpus PTA Leader
By ERMA LAWS
The name of Mrs. Georgia
Bumpus our "Woman of t h e
Week" h a s become synony-
mous with the PTA. When you
think of the PTA you think of
Mrs. Bumpus who has been ac-
tive with that organization
since 1945 when she became a
member of the Porter P T A
while her oldest children were
students there and at Booker
T. Washington High School.
Mrs. Bumpus has held posi-
tions on state, local and nation-
al levels in this organization.
Presently se is National Secre-
tary of the National Congress
of Colored Parents and Teach-
ers; and Program Chairman of
the Bluff City PTA Council of
which she served as President
for four years.
An outgoing personality who
says working with people is her
hobby, Mrs. Bumpus was Pres-
ident of the West District PTA
Conference for six years and
has served as President of the
State PTA Congress.
Although the PTA is her pet
project she does not confine
her energy to this one organi-
zation. She is a volunteer work-
er for the Volunteer Service
Bureau and is presently work-
ing as a social worker in the
blood bank of the John Gaston
Hospital. She has also done
volunteer work for the Better
Schools Committee.
•
Mrs. Bumpus' dedication to
her pet project, the PTA
brought her to the ,attention of
former President Dwight D.
Eisenhower who invited to
three of his White House Con-
ferences which she =anted. In
1955 Governor Frank G. Clem-
ent appointed her to a "White
House Conference" concerning
education on a state level. Gov-
ernor Buford Ellington appoint-
ed Mrs. Bumpus to a Youth
Guidance Committee in 1957.
Mrs. Bumpus is married to
P. M. Bumpus and they reside
at 2383 Douglass. They are the
parents of nine children and
they are Mrs. Pearl Reed,
housewife; George Bumpus,
Vice-President and Embalmer
at Southern Funeral Home;
Mrs. June Woodruff, housewife,
Edward Bumpus, teacher at
Booker T. Washington High
School; Mrs. Almeda Lowe,
housewife; Rev. James Bum-
pus, Minister; Mrs. Lynn Dan-
dridge, teacher at Georgia Ave-
nue School and Carolyn Bum-
pus, a senior at Lane College.
Mrs. Bumpus is a member
of Melrose PTA where her
youngest three children attend-
ed school. She is a member of
the Sarah Brown PTA and
Central Baptist Church where
she teaches Sunday School.
She is also a faculty member
in the Youth Department and a
membcr of the choir
MRS. GEORGIA RUMPUS PTA leader is shown with some
of the many pamphlets concerning the work of her organi-
zation. She is looking forward to the day when merger is
completed between the National Congress of Colored Par-
ents and Teachers and the National Congress of Parents
and Teachers.
D.J.Pipes, Veteran East Miss Vera Porter TakesMemphis - Shelby Teachers
Memphis Businessman Dies Farmers Receive Help Poison To End Life
Veteran Negro businessman,
Darrington J. Pipes, 68, a fix-
ture in the Binghamton subdi-
vision, died at Collins Chapel
Hospital last week. He had
been in the hospital around 7
days. Cause of death was not
immediately stated. He was
the founder and operator of the
widely-known Pipes' Shoe Re-
pair Shop in east Memphis.
People from all over the city
patronized him.
Mr. Pipes worked and lived
in the best tradition of the Ne-
gro artisan of training and ded-
ication. A native of Natchez,
Mississippi, he came to Mem-
phis at an early age. He was
the son of Robert and Adoline
Pipes, farmers. He was edu-
cated at St. Emma Academy,
in Rock Castle, Virginia, where
he majored in the vocation of
shoe repairing.
He came to Memphis in 1915
to open his first shop in the
Binghamton community. H e
came here shortly after being
mustered out of the United
States Army as a veteran of
Maj. Robinson
To Head
ROTC Units
World. War I.
Mr. Pipes' first venture in
business was a tremendous
success. He became an accept-
ed fixture in the community.
The bulk of his patronage was
the white majority in the area.
The excellence of his work at-
tracted attentioh all over the
city.
He was a communicant of
St. Thomas Catholic Church.
He is survived by his mother,
five daughters, ten grandchil-
dren, one great grandchild,
three sisters two brothers, and
other relatives.
Funeral services were held
at St. Thomas Catholic Church
at 10 a.m. Tuesday morning.
The Memphis Board of Edu-
cation has transferred Major
George L. Robinson former
head of the NDCC (National
Defense Cadet Corps) to t h e
ROTC (Reserve Officers Train-
ing Corps) program. It was
learned this week.
This is a very significant
move and it seem that t h e
board is following through on
its recently announced policy
of placing people in the school
stystem without regard to race.
Many times we hear that the
job is open but a qualified Ne-
gro cannot be found. This hap-
pens to be a case where "the
qualified Negro- was availa-
ble.
As for his qualifications, Ma-
jor Robinson was inducted into
the U. S. Army as a private
during World War II. He has
served in the United States,
Philippine Islands, Marshall Is-
lands, Greenland and Alaska.
He holds numerous personal
commendations for efficiency.
After serving in the active
reserve, he was called back to
duty during the Korean con-
flict and at its termination he
was promoted to Major.
Academically he holds t h e
B. S. degree in natural _science
from LeMoyne College and a
master's degree in Administra-
tion and Supervision from
Memphis State University
where he completed his work
with a 3.8 average out of a
possible 4 points.
He was employed by t h e
board of education in 1950.
From 1952 until 1959 he taught
biology at Manassas High
school. He was teaching when
he became head of the NDCC
In 1959.
Major Robinson has h a d
seven years experience in an
administrative position with the
board of education -ahd h a a
worked very closely with the
ROTC program.
During the span of seven
years the ROTC has had four
PMS's (professor of Military
Science) who would work a
normal tour and then be trans-
ferred. The schools have been
Continued On Page 2
J. PIPES
A special effort to help low- cotton pickers, cotton duster',
income farmers... particularly hay balers, combines, crop
Negro... w a s launched last
week, with the appointment of
Henry C. Pettigrew, as assis-
tant county supervisor (Shel-
by). Mr. Pettigrew is attached
to the local division of t h e
Farmers Home Administration,
a lending agency designed to
help raise the standard of
living of small farmers.
The significance of Mr. Pet-
tigrew's assignment to t h e
Shelby County area is reveal-
ed through an announcement is-
sued last week. It read, "From
the time Congress passed the
Economic Opportunity Act of
1964 to the first week of May,
1966, the Farmers Home Ad-
ministration advanced ;4,436,-
372 to 313 cooperatives made
up almost entirely of low-in-
come farmers." This report
was received by Mr. James A.
Rogers, Shelby County Super-
visor for the agency.
"Loans to groups of farm-
ers were part of the anti-pov-
erty loan authority given by
Congress to the Farmers Home
Administration," Mr. Rogers
stated. "It is recognized that
mr.ny marginal farm operators
cannot succeed without modern
methods of production, process-
ing, and marketing," Mr. Rog-
ers said. "Our small coopera-
tive loans are designed to help
these operators compete with
larger farm units."
About 90 per cent of t h e
loans made in the nation have
been to co-ops, organized to
purchase heavy equipment too
expensive for farmers to own
individually, such machines as
GOVERNOR AND MRS. Frank G. Clement
take time out from the activities of a re-
cepdon in the Executive Mansion to greet
Miss Patricia Books, daughter of Judge and
sprayers, and fertilizer spread-
ers, the repoit stated.
"The development of ma-
chinery co-ops has benefited
other peuple, too," Supervisor
Rogers said. "It has meant in-
creased sales for farm
machinery dealers, r e pair
shops and petroleum product
distributors."
"An example of such a co-op
is the Shadow Lawn Crop Har-
vesting Association of this
County," Mr. Rogers s a i d .
"Freeman Smith, Malcolm Col-
lier, Earnest James, a n d
Lynn Thwreat formed an as-
sociation and borrowed $15,000,
from Farmers Home Adminis-
tration. A tractor, cotton pick-
er, disc harrow, planter, and
5-bale trailer were purchased
These farmers now have the
use of equipment they have
needed for a long time, but
which they could not afford to
own individually."
Other groups of farmers re-
ceived funds to develop mark-
eting facilities as well as stor-
age, grading, washing, freez-
ing, and canning plants.
"An example." Mr. Rogers
said, "is the sales barn built
by the Marshall County Live-
stock Association. This group of
150 farmers used a loan of 820,-
000, to provide market faci:• it's
for their calves, feeder 1,i4s,
and purebred livestock. It is ex-
pected that farm income will
increase and that the quality
of livestock in the county will
be improved because of the
existence of this sales barn."
and Mrs. Ben L. Hooks. The reception host-
ed by their son Robert Clement was held
for the young citizens of Tennessee.
Her sister tried to knock the
glass from her hand. But she
had already drunk a portion
of the poison in her glass.
Frantic efforts of doctors to
pump the poison out of h e r
stomach failed. She died short-
ly after being admitted to
John _Gaston Hospital.
Those are the grim facts
which surround the suicide of
Miss Vera Porter, 49, 2151
Berkerly Avenue. The tragedy
occurred early last week in the
home of the victim.
Miss Porter wits the sister of
well-known public school teach-
er, Miss Ediwinor Porter. The
Porter family is one of t h e
best-known in Memphis.
According to accounts of the
suicide by Miss Porter, s h e
had taken her 15-year old
daughter, Edwina (named for
her aunt) to Bdoker T. Wash-
ington High School for h e r
summer school class. When
she returned home, she fixed
herself a drink.
She announced to her sister,
Miss Ediwinor Porter, that
the drink contained poison and
that she was killing herself.
Miss Ediwinor Porter knocked
t h e glass from her sister's
hand, and called an ambulance.
Miss Vera Porter was taken to
John Gaston Hospital. Doctors
and attendants pumped o u 1
her stomach. It was at first
concluded that she was all
right. But shortly she began
vomiting a white fluid. In a
matter of minutes she was pro.
nounced dead.
Miss Ediwinor Porter said
her sister had not been ill.
Among her many friends she
was known as a friendly, out-
going person, who liked to
laugh and have a nice time.
The reason behind her suicide
was a mystery to her family.
However, it was known that
Miss Vera Porter was subject
to deep sessions of depression.
She is survived by her daugh-
ter, a sister, brother, and oth-
er relatives. The Porter fami-
ly is scattered all over the
United States. This accounts
for the fact that the funeral
was delayed until Tuesday of
this week.
Man In The News
EDWARD DRIVER IS PREPARING himself to work as
a Buildings Manager for the Federal Government. Mr. Dri-
ver began his second part of the training period in ths
Buildings Management Program in Atlanta, Georgia, July
6, 1966.
After spending five months
in the Buildings Management
Training Program here in the
Federal Building Edward Driv-
er has been assigned to the
Atlanta Regional Office for ap-
proximately six months before
being assigned as a Building
Manager within the Atlanta Re-
gion.
Memphis is within the Atlan-
ta Begion and we would like
to see Mr. Driver, a native
son come back into the Build-
ings Management Program
within the Memphis group.
Our "Man in the News" is
one of the few Negroes to re-
ceive an appointment to t h e
Buildings Management Divi-
sion, Department of Public
Buildings Service of the Gener-
al Services Administration.
His first assignment will be
as Manager of a small federal
building within the Atlanta Re-
gion and then he will be ready
to be assigned to another group
as Buildings Manager. T h a
Federal Building here in
Memphis is the largest federal
building in the Atlanta Region
and this would afford Mr. Driv-
er vast experiences if he were
assigned here.
Mervyn Anderson Smith, Mr.
Driver's Supervisor while he
was here in training has com-
mended him for his dependa-
bility and aptitude and fore-
sees many advancements for
him in this area.
Mr. Driver an ambitious and
hard working young man is no
stranger. to Government serv-
ice, for nine and one half years
he worked as a distribution
clerk in the Post Office De-
partment. While working at the
Continued On Page 2
For Governor Of Tennessee- --
BUFORD ELLINGTON '66
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LANE COLLEGE students Florine Tonsant
Julian Smith Hall as they prepare to parti-
cipate in the "Crossroads Africa" project.
Miss Tousant, junior, is from Forest City,
and. Ike Hentrel are pictured leaving B.
Arkansas. She will serve in Dahomey,
Africa. Hentrel, a senior,is son of Rev. P.
Gonya Hentrel, pastor of Trinity CHF
Church. Hentrel will work in Nigenia and
Laos, Africa (Mark Stansbury Photo.)
Maj. Robinson1The Choice Is Yours
Continued From Page 1
staffed by active duty person-
nel.
This year. however,
ROTC program in the former
NDCC schools will be staffed
by retired Army personnel. The
former NDCC instructors will
return to regular classroom
duty.
In the schools where ROTC
(predominatly white) operated
I ast year and for the past
two decades, the Army has
granted permission to use ac-
tive duty personnel for o n e
more year. This permit w a a
granted because of the diffi-
culties in finding sufficient re-
tired personnel to hire.
When questioned about his
duties with the ROTC program.
Major Robinson referred a 11
questions to the board and
futher that he is presently dis-
- MAJ. ROBINSON
cussing his role in the ROTC
program with his immediate
superior, Lee C. Thompson, as-
sistant superintendent, in
charge of administrative a f -
fairs.
It might be remembered that
the NDCC program was not
generally accepted by the Ne-
gro public in its first years
and it was only through the
organizational and administra-
tive ability of Major Robinson
that the status of NDCC was
constantly raised to the point
where the general public con-
sidered it to be comparable
to ROTC. The use of these
demonstrated abilities by the
board of education will give
real substance and vitality to
their announced intentions to
use the best talents of all per-
sons regardless to race.
Man In
The News
Continued From Page
ney in Memphis in March, 1964.
At the time of this appoint-
ment, Mr. Wilbun was said to
be the only Negro holding this
t h e position in a municipal govern-
ment throughout the South.
This shows one particular im-
provement in government on
the part of Memphis. And 1
must be added that through
this experience as Assistant
City Attorney, this candidate
has gained a valuable insight
into the problems of the peo-
ple and he has served well the,
city and its residents.
Before his appointment, Mr.
Wilbun served the public as a
lawyer for approximately 14
years, but the knowledge that
he has gained since the ap-
pointment should be most help-
ful to him as a legislator and
indeed beneficial to the public.
He understands the people
and their problems and wants
to serve them. His integrity is
indisputable and it indicates
that his meteoric rise to promi-
nence would not have been pos-
sible except for a clean record
and public confidence.
The other strong candidate
for the same position is J. 0.
Patterson, Jr., as it has been
previously stated. Attorney
Patterson who is a member of
the law firm of Patterson and
Hall, 224 South Wellington is a
sincere dedicated young law-
yer and his capacity to act and
do in any relation is unques-
tionable. He has the cause of
humanity profoundly embedded
in his proposals for the posi-
tion he seeks.
Since he has been an attor-
ney. "Pat" as he is sometimes
called, has been appointed to
the Rehabilitation Board of the
Memphis Department of Hous-
ing. This has enhanced h i s
knowledge and understanding
of the people and their prob-
lems.
Diligently, and forcefully, he
plans, if he is elected, to serve
and speak for the residents of
the 6th District not only on the
State level but "to also utilize
the powers and influence of the
office of Representative to pre-
sent the views of t h e citizens
of the sixth District before any
and all departments of local
government when proposed
courses of action will tend to
have an effect upon the resi-
dents of the district."
Both Attorney Patterson and
Assistant City Attorney Wilbun
have about the same platform.
The difference lies in Mr. Wil-
bun having the most experi-
ence on the city government
level.
The better candidate of the
Continued From Page 1
Post Office he attended Le-
Mrniye College from which he
was graduated in 1961. He has
done graduate work at Memp-
his State University and City
College of New York, New
York. Mr. Driver's educational
background makes him an as-
set in government work.
Prior to entering the Build-
ings Management Program he
taught for three and one half
years at Merrill Elementary
School.
Mr. Driver, is married to the
former Miss Maxine Brown
and they are the parents of
a five year old daughter, Shelia
Patrice. They live at 1547 Alcy
Road. His mother. Mrs. Gissie
Lester resides at 579 Arrington.
Our "Man in the News" left
Memphis July 6. 1966 for his
training period in Atlanta, we
hope that before July 6. 1967.
Edward DrRer's business ad-
dress will be Federal Building,
Main Street, Memphis, Tennes-
see.
two should be considered with
Memphis - 'Shelby Teacher
Attend Hectic Convention
Seven Memphis-Shelby Coun-
ty Memphis Negro teachers, su-
pervisors, and principals, were
in conspicuous evidence at the
National Educational Associa-
tion convention in Miami
Beach, Florida last week. Some
ten thousand other educators
from all the fifty states and
overseas installations were also
In attendanoe.
The announced theme of the
convention w a s "Free To
Teach." But the real conven-
tion theme, established by the
consensus of expreision from
the majority of the featured
speakers, was implementation
oi the program of integration
of th epublic schools. Two Fed-
reference to his appeal to and,
creating of public consensus.
He should exemplify the abili-
t3ii to give people a lift a n d
not sink feelings.
Does experience play a major
role in this campaign or are
the people of Tennessee look-
ing for new faces with new
ideas about the making of a
better Tennessee?
Although we have endorsed
Mr. Wilbun, it is the people's
choice. But we urge your sup-
port for the person who has
provided you with more than
emotional catharsis.
eral government cabinet mem-
bers hammered home the idea
that the teaching profession
must take the lead in nelping
Integration become an estab-
lished fact in American educa-
tion... both in the classroom
and on the faculty level.
Ten Southern states were
mentioned as having failed to
meet the National Education
Association's deadlines for the
elimination of dual associa-
tions... Negro and white.. .i n
the states. The final deadline
was July 1, 1966. One of the
most controversial issues be-
fore the convention last week,
was whether or not to extend
the deadline to help the ten
Airline Pilot Got
Training From Navy
OAKLAND, Calif.
Carfield T. Byrd is a
aboard a twin-engined
Air tines Martin 404.
In a way, Byrd is as much a
pioneer in aviation as the early
pilots who flew by the seat of
their pants.
Byrd is a Negro.
There aren't many Negro
airliner pilots. Some civil
rights spokesmen say the lines
have onlyabout a dozen Negro
flyers.
Airline officials reply that
they are "equal opportunity
employers" but can't find
enough qualified Negro pilots.
Qualifications are one thing
Byrd has plenty of.
He came to Pacific in 1964,
after serving
Bikini-clad for maximum exposure
to the sun's tanning rays with a
straw hat to keep ole sol out of
her eyes, Susan Abbott of Miami
as a Navy
(UPI), instructor and pilot of patrol
co-pilot
Pacific 
planes. He piled up 5,01'0 hours
aloft.
Since then he has flown all
Pacific's routes on the West
Coast, in piston-engine Martins
and jet-prop F27s. Now he
wants to train for the new Boe-
ing 727 jets that Pacific hopes
to have in service soon.
Why would Byrd pick a field
where so few Negroes have been
employed.
Because he likes to fly.
"It's been my life, and it's
all I know," he said.
Was there any trouble get-
ting the job?
"I just walked in and they
hired me," Byrd said.flight
Beach, Fla. provides more excite-
ment on the beach than any number
of displays.
(UPI Telephoto)
DAILY WAREHOUSE .SALE. • DAILY
MON CLAIRE WIG -IMPORTSirarehouses in all leading U.S. Cities
100% • Human...Hair
WIGS.
100% HUMAN HAIR
WIGS AT WHOLESALE PRICES
TO THE BUYING PUBLIC
• 
100% HUMAN
-7 HAIR WIG
. SPEC! \f,
HANDMADE WIGS
s85" •
$150.00 Vol.,
PHONE
527-3619
BUY DIRECT AND
SAVE UP TO
50% OR MORE
WE HAVE
EVERY COLOR
Our Wigs Are...
• Adjustable — Ventilated
• Finest Workmanship.
Mr
FREE HEAD FORM
WITH EACH WIG
•
MON CLAIRE INC.
14 NO. MAIN STREET
CORNER SOUTH COURT ST.
•
OPEN DAILY
10:00 TO 5:30
THURS. TIL 8:30
affiliated states cited to sub-
mit acceptable plans for merg-
ing into one. The most con-
troversial state was Louisiana.
Mississippi was also mentioned
as hard to handle. The other
states include: Tennessee, Ar-
kansas, Texas, Alabama, South
Carolina, North Carolina, and
Georgia.
One of the historic high-
lights of the convention was
the signing of merger agree-
ments between officials of the
NEA and those of the A T A
(American Teachers Associa-
tion) (Negro) national organi-
zation. This was one of the
dramatically presented fea-
tures of the convention. This
marked the end of two asso-
ciations... Negro and white...
on the national scene.
New Douglas Bill Would
Include Drugs In Medicare
Senator Paul H. Douglas (D.,
Ill.) introduced legislation that
would permit those taking part
in Medicare to apply the cost
of prescription drugs to satisfy
the $50 deductible provision in
Medicare's supplementary
medical program.
At the present time, those
covered by this supplementary
plan are entitled to Medicare
benefits only after they have
paid the first $50 in medical
expenses out of their own pock-
et. Under the Douglas bill, the
cost of prescription irugs could
be applied to meet the deducti-
ble provision.
One stipulation of the Dough.s
bill is that this drug allowance
will be permitted only for the
cost of the drugs under their
generic rather than their trade
names. It has been proved that
-drags prescribed and dispens-
ed by their generic or nonpro-
prietary names are infinitely
cheaper than t b e identical
drugs sold by private brand
names.
HOGUE 84 KNOTT
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS. . . .
EYE THESE BARGAINS TODAY!
MORRELL PORK
CHITTERLINGS
110 LB. $ 99
PAIL
P&M PURE FRUIT
PRESERVES
Strawberry, Peach
Or Blackberry
20 Oz. Jar
tint
1610
ConsiitsoflLb.SIic.d,5 la
ONLY 7L
Bo
un
lo
c
ci
h
n
e
o
onMoo
1 
Lb.t  
SI 
Icsd
4VARIETY PACK
CHOPPED SIRLOIN Choice. .Per Lb, 15c
CUBED STEAKS Choice..PerLb. 97c
SHOWBOAT
PORK & BEANS 
14'/2 Oz. Can
BISCUITS
Pkg. 1
RIB STEAK ...etyChSteoiceer,Beef Lb. 87c
BEEF TONGUES Fresh,We)) Te d Lb. 55c
PORK CUTLETS Lean and BonelessLb. 69
P 1 RBISCUITMIX
Lb. Box 29'
.ONIONS_Eaete'friznet:is 2 Lb-29c
APPLES June 4 Lbs. 3p
SIRLOIN
USDA Choice
Heavy Steer T BONE
Beef PORTERHOUSE
ARKANSAS
PEACHES
BUSHEL s2"
4 Lb.
Basket
29
DRINKS
NECK BONES orpigfeot
Lb. 89t
Lb. 99c
Lb. 5109
lb. 19'
&lackey Canyon turkey, spiced beef, corned beef
LUNCH MEAT or Is„inoked 3.0z. am pkg. J7 20C 2 c. fe.$1J 
SHORT RIBS POefr Bpeoeuin 4 9 C Bei I iPer pound •nig '29c
HENDERSON
SUGAR
10 Lb. Bag
nnmnrelo 1-1).
rUl tilULJ Bag 
No. 1 Red Alabama 19
COKES
Reg. or
King Size
Limit 1 29t
6 Bottle
Carton Plus
Dep.
OCOMA
SWEET SUE 24 Oz. Can
CHICKEWN DUMPLINGS 39t101/2 Oz. Can
BAR-B-11 CHICKEN 49c 
CREAM PIES
FAMILY SIZE
140z. 15c
CABBA
.1 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR
3384 NO THOMAS (In Frazier-Hiwciy 51 t\1
BELL PEPPERS 4 for 19c
LETTUC.E. rat. 15c =1pI 
MOTOR OIL J."01416 "4 Quote 15C
MOTOR OIL Spec. LILimit)Qua,, 19c
(6 Limits
MOTOR OIL Ranger 10W30 Quart 25
Green, Medium
Heads
Lb.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER
•
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AllS THIS MISSISSIPPI? No. These rest rooms are at the
'Overton Park Maintenance and Construction Office — is
ZI,lemphis. (E. HARRIS PHOTO)
• "
oer"
•
What
else
that
costs
so little
does
so much
for
everybody?
Southern Bell
4—
City Still Maintains
Segregated Rest Rooms
It has been discovered by the when the NAACP issued sever-
TRI-STATE DEFENDER that
the Memphis Part Commission
is still maintaining segregated
rest room facilities at t h e
Maintainance and Consturction
office located in Overton Park.
Park Commission superenten-
dent, Hal Lewis stated when
asked about this condition,
"this is the first I have heard
of this." "All of the signs were
to have been taken down long
ago".
One employee of the Park
Commission who refused to
give his name said, "most of
the colored workers around
here are afraid to use the white
folks toilets because they might
lose their jobs."
The unidentified man went on
to say, "it wouldn't do a n y
good to take the signs down
because the white folks would
still give you those nasty looks
and try to take it out on you
in some way".
Commissioner James Moore,
whose department is in charge
of the Park Commission, was
not available for comment at
press time.
The Memphis Park Commis-
sion was under fire last week
al complaints: that included
segregated staff meetings, seg-
regated park-closing pageants,
segregated baseball leagues,
and segragation in employment.
"Memebrs of the Park Com-
mission for the most part, show-
ed absolutely no intention of
taking steps to eliminate dis-
crimination in recreational fac-
ilities", said a NAACP release.
Approximately three weeks
after the president and execu-
tiv secretary of the NAACP
met with the Park Commission,
a segregated staff meeting was
held which was picketed by
NAACP Youth Council mem-
bers.
A complaint has been filed
with the Justice Department
charging the Memphis Park
Commission to be in violation
of Title 111 of the 1964 Civil
Rights• Bill.
A telegram protesting a n d
asking for an investigation of
the proposed segregation in a
bicycle rodeo at Overton Park
was sent to Commissioner
James Moore and chairmano f
the Park Commission. Whites
were scheduled to compete in
the morning and Negroes in the
afternoon.
Lane Urges Ingram
To Appoint Negro
Jr., who serves
with the Memphis Housing Au• priate, the Housing Authoritylbetween the Board and our Ne- gro should be included.
Negro re-
Miss Paulette Brinkley
Bride Of Bernard Porche
In a Nuptial High Mass at
St. Thomas Catholic Church
Saturday June 25, at high
noon Miss Paulette Brinkley be-
came the bride of Bernard Mil-
ton Porche, Jr., of Highland
Park, Michigan.
The lovely young bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Lewis Brinkley, Jr., of 1271
South Parkway, East. Mr. Por-
che is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Milton Porche, Sr., of
Highland Park, Michigan.
Rev. Joseph E. Leppert, pas-
tor of Little Flower Catholic
Church and member of the
Catholic Human R e 1 a tions
officiated at the double ing
ceremony. Charles Little played
the organ throughout the cere-
mony.
The bride who was given in
marriage by her father, wore
a traditional wedding gown of
taffeta and Alecon lace with a
scooped neckline and detacha-
ble chapel train. She carried a
bouquet of lillies and white or-
chids.
The bridesmaids wore floor
length sheaths with empire
bodice of lemon colored linen
accentuated with avocado
green bands and scooped neck-
lines. They carried bouquets of
white daisies.
Miss Anne Burford was maid
of honor. Little Denobra Owens,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. No-
ble Owens was the pretty little
flower girl. Other feminine at-
tendants were Miss Lilli Ann
Abron, Miss Elice Reese, 'Miss-
es Maia and Isabel Porche,
sisters of the groom from High-
land Park; Miss Jacquelyn Mc-
Afee, Kansas City, Missouri
and Miss Georgette Marshall,
Muskogee, Oklahoma.
Dr. John Loomis of Detroit
was his cousin's best man.
Other groomsmen were Samuel
Byron Milton, Jr., another
cousin of the groom's from De-
troit; Woodrow C. Mitchell,
Washington, D. C.; Ralph Bai-
ley, also from Washington; Ru-
dy Porter, the groom's cousin
from Detroit; Theodore Pickett
and Herman A. Gilliam, Jr.
The bride's mother wore an
avocado Almon lace top dress
with a chiffon bottom. T h e
groom's mother also wore a
dress which featured a lace
top and chiffon bottom. The
Board is the most obvious."
Continuing his statement, the
Commissioner said, "Since
there have been periodic charg-
es of racial discrimination in
public housing and in the hiring
and firing policies of the MHA,
I think good representation of
the Negro community on the
Board would go far in helping toCommissioner Hunter Lane,icommissions where a
as liaison manipresentative would be appro•!provide a better relationship compelling reasons why
thority, this week called on
Mayor William B. Ingram Jr. to
appoint a qualified Negro to fill
the vacancy existing on the
Memphis Housing Authority
Board due to the expiration of
the term of Rev. John Millard,
whose term expired in June of
1965.
Commissioner Lane pointed
out that the Mayor has the ap-
pointing authority without the
necessity of the approval of his
appointees by the City Com-
mission and that during the past
two and one-half years he has
been in office, he has made two
appointments, neither of them
was Negro.
The Commissioner told the
Tri-State Defender: "In view of
the fact that Memphis Housing
Authority's jurisdiction includes
management of several Negro
public housing projects, as well
as the administration of a num-
ber of Urban Renewal programs
' in which large numbers of Ne-
gro citizens are affected, I feel
that of all the city boards and
'HARD DAY'S FIGHT' FOR BEATLES
A crowd of Filipinos, angered by alleged
snubs to the Philippines' First Lady, rough
up the Beatles and their companions at In-
ternational Airport in Manila. John Lennon
(wearing glasses) is second right, while
Ringo Starr ducks in foreground. Man at
gro citizenry. If I were in a po-
sition to make the appointment,
would certainly do so."
Commissioner Lane stated
that he does not feel that Ne-
groes should necessarily be on
every board and commission,
regardless of their qualifica-
tions, but stated that in the case
of the MHA Board, there are
a Ne-
left with hat is identified as Neil .Aspiall,
the Beatles' road manager. The shaken
singers, who failed to show up for lunch
with Mrs. Ferdinand Marcos, wife of the
Philippines' President, left the country with
curses of " go to hell" ringing in their ears.
(UPI Radiotelephoto)
color was turquoise. The co Soriano, Detroit, Mrs. Mar-
groom's maternal grandmoth- guerite Randall, aunt to the
er Mrs. Clayton E. Fox of Ann groom from Flint, Michigan;
Arbor, Michigan wore a blue Mrs. Muriel Milton Alexander,
lace dress. Each of the ladies and Mrs. Esther LaMarr Spec-
wore an orchid corsage. ial Assistant to the Administra-
Mrs. Floyd Campbell G o d -
mother of the bride wore a
pink lace dress. She directed
the wedding and also introduc-
ed the guests to the receiving
line.
There were many relatives
of the bridal party who came
from out of town and they
were Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Barry
Stone, cousins of the bride
from Chicago; Dr. and M r s
Samuel B. Milton, Dr. and
Mrs. Rudy Porter, and children
Rudy, Jr., Amyre, Vicky, and
Denise, Mrs. Boynton A. Mil-
ton and son Boynton Jr., Dr.
and Mrs. John Loomis, Miss
Mayumi Porche, all relatives
of the groom from Detroit, Chi-
tor of Veterans Adminis-
tration, aunts of the groom from
Detroit.
The bride's parents entertain-
ed with a reception immediate-
ly following the wedding at
their home. Mrs. Ralph Bailey
of Washington, D. C. and Miss
Jacquelyn Brodnax, who di-
rected the music at the wed-
ding were hostesses.
The couple spent their hon-
eymoon in Atlantic City, New
Jersey and are now at home
in the Wingate Apartments in
Washington D. C., where the
groom is with the Veterans Ad-
minstration Personnel and the
bride is with the United Serv-
ice Institute in Histopathology.
B CZ 
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CHOOSE
3500
S4.6 isa 13.--AAA to T)
, Sue U •L•htly tusher
THE BUCKNELL ... Soft smoo+h larna gra;ri calf-
skin slip-on with smart wing tip Si g. Black or brown.
SHOES, MIZZANINE
LLti .SING
For proper fitting and counseling when you
buy Wright Shoes, See Leo who has been selling
shoes at B.J.R. for over 25 yrs.
. 99 South Main Street
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
dye at First Where
National else?
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
.)i
"JXFULLI'. *
*
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BANK
MEMPHISJENN. MEMBER FDIC. **®
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PTA OFFICERS — More than 600 delegates
from 12 states gathered recently at the
Chisca Plaza Hotel for the 40th Annual ses-
sion of the National Conference of Colored
Parents and Teachers. The session was 'Re-
sided over by Mrs. Jew/1U Hitch, national
president. It was opened with a talk by Dr.
Lynette Gaines of the Atlanta Reading Cen-
er, Atlanta, Georgia. Other speakers were
Dr. James Eagan, vice-president of the Na
—
tional Conference of Chrisitians and Jews.
Criminal Court Judge Ben Hook, Mrs,
Jena Moorehead, National president of the
National Congress of Parents and Teacher,
Samuel Ethridge, National Education As-
°elation, and Governor Frank G. Clement.
Pictured from left to right seated Mrs. J.
Hitch, Mrs. Jenette Moorehead. and Dr.
Benjamin Mayes. Standing Mrs. Maxine
Draped and Mrs. Georgia Bumpus.
Urban League To Open An
Office In Jackson, Miss.
NEW YORK — Whitney M.
Young, Jr., executive director'
of the National Urban League'
announce dthe Urban League
will establish an affiliate in
Jackson, Miss.
The march against fear in
Mississippi, drew attention to
the tragic plight of Mississip.
pi's Negroes, he said. Young
added, "The basic probleins
facing Negro citizens will re-
main after the marchers leave.
We are, therefore, creating this
permanent agency to provine
the services to the Negro citi-
zens of Jackson which we nave
extended to Negro citizens in
76 other cities."
The Urban Le-gue is a fuil
time professionally staffed in-
terracial community service
agency.
Young said that the Deaprt-
ment of Labor had given as-
surances that the new Urban
League in Jackson would re
ceive contracts to operate re-
training progrEms for unskill-
ed workers, on-the-job traniiK,
progr ams for unemployed
youth, and human resources
programs for young people!
whom established programs dc)
not currently reach.
He said that the Jackson Ur-
ban League would do much ot
help alleviate the problems of
Mississippi's Negro citizens.
"The Jackson Urban League
will work to set up job training
centers and will help recruit and
train people who are unemploy-
ed or under-employed. We will
provide guidance, counseling,
,and other assistance which will
Ihelp keep young people inschool and prepare them Ifor
meaningful futures. We will
provide a wide range of health,
welfare, housing, and education-
Vito's Signed
al services which will carry
forth the goal of this March —
equal opportunity for all citi-
zens.
Hearing Set To Examine
Unfair Hiring Charges
A comfilaint of employment,
discrimination has been issued
by the Illinois Fair Employment
Practices Commission in a case
brough bty Mrs. Lillie Brewton,
1926 W. Harrison at. against
the University of Illinois Med-
ical Center, 901 S. Wolcott ave.,
it was announced by Fair Em-
ployment Practices Commis-
sion Executive Director, Wal-
teronJ. 
Nov. 29, MS Mrs. Brew-
ton filed a charge with the Fair
Employment Practices Com-
mission stating:
"I believe that my work rec-
ord taken as a whole makes
me slightly moer qualified for
this position (departmental
business manager) than the girl
hired and that the only real dif-
ference between us from the
respondent's view is skin color
with me being a Negro anI she
Buckingham Fountain Area
Greeting Place For A King
Chicago will be the fun place
of the nation when King Nep-
tune arrives to preside over the
city during the third week of
August when Chicago's Lake-
front Festival will be in opera-
tion.
Neptune will come ashore in
the Buckingham Fountain area
on Monday night, August 15,
having come ashore from a
U.S. Naval vessel.
Awaiting him on land will be
a mammoth parade which will
move from the Buckingham
Fountain through the downtown
area of Chicago. This will be
one of the most spectacular pa-
rades ever held in Chicago.
"Another service of the
League will be to provide a
forum for meaningful dialogue
between the races. For too long
moderate men in the South have
remained silent and allowel
their state and community to
be shamed in the eyes of the
nation. This agency will seek
to engage in a dialogue which,
in its frankness and openness,
will helrf them in their efforts
to bring about change."
Vito Scotti has been signed
to play—the principal "heavy"
role opposite Stephen Boyd and',
! Yvette Mimieux in Poseph E.
! Levine's "The Caper of the
Golden B u 11 s:" adventure
drama in Panavision and color
!which began production in
!Pamplona Spain this week.
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: CAR WASH $
Effective November 29. 1965
• 
 
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
Sat et Sea. /1.25
Set Ow A.M. to 6 PM.
Sea. Opee S AM ta 2 P M.
• 3100 Summer at Baltic
reourmsam•emessmems••E
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday
BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED
CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE
SUITE 876
527-5508
Harbor. This event has attained
national recognition as the most
spectacular water parade in
the nation.
Friday afternoon, there will i
be a National Lifeguard Swim-
thon race from Illinois State
Park to the 12th Street Beach
will take place. Pipe bands
from all over the nation will
participate in contests. High-
land and Irish dances will par-
ticipate for Mid-America cham-
pionships. Young artists in the
field of instruments and vocal
will be afforded the opportunity
to contest for honors.
ming Championship open to all
lifeguards in the country.
Saturday, Aug. 20, will be a
day of contests. A canoe mara-
On Tuesday, Aug. 16, Miss
Chicago will be crowned at a
Coronation Ball and will reign
with King Neptune over thel
week's events.
On Wednesday night, Aug. 17,
the outboard boat owners of the
Chicago area will parade in the
Chicago River with their boats
gaily decorated in festival
fashion.
On Aug. 18, swimming meets
will be held in all of the swim-
ming pools in the Chicago Park
District system with prizes be-
ing furnished by Mayor Daley's
Youth Foundation.
On Aug. 19, tie annual Ve-
netian Night parade of yachts
will be held in the Monroe at.
Benny Opens
In one of his rare nightclub
engagements, Jack Benny will
open on October 27 to headline
the entertainment at Caesars
Palace, the new $25,000,000 Las
Vegas hotel-resort complex.
GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Trucks: We sell, lease &
service what you need!
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
m and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
B H
INC.
248 Vance Ave.
41\E Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Company Molten whet You Ask Foe And
Creates Whet TiNg Think Or"
TAILORS
JA 7-9320
being white
"I believe that I have been re-
jected from consideration in
that Dr. Miller believes that a
white girl could handle the
clerk II's better than I.
"Moreover, during my eight
years at the University of Illi-
nois, I have never known a Ne-
gro to be promoted to a Nei.
tion such as departmental busi-
ness manager, and I know that
the jobs to which Negroes are
promoted are those which have
high turnover and in which
white's will not work.
"Based on this eight years,
I believe that white supervises
do not -promote qualified Ne-
groes to positions of responsi-
bility because they are not sure
but that they may be violating
some unofficial policy.
"I believe that the Universi-
ty of Illinois should not be al-
lowed to practice such policies
which violate State of Illinois
Statutes and United States fed-
eral regulations (since the Uni-
versity Medical Center aiqne
receives millions in feder I
grants) and changes in the U
versity Civil Service System
policies and practices are there-
fore needed."
Following investigation the
Commission found substantial,
evidence to support the charge
and sought to resolve the case
by conference and conciliation.
!lid and the Commission then)
These efforts were unsuccess-1
,ssued the complaint and or-I
tered a public hearing. The re-1
lief sought by the Commission ,
on behalf of Mrs. Brewton is
as follows:
(a) That the complainant be
immediately promoted by the
responlent to the position of
business manager trainee at the
University of Illinois Medical
Center at an annual salary
to the starting salary for busi-
ness manager trainee an of the
date of the Examiner's order'
in this case.
(bl That die complainant be
awarded from the respondent a
monetary sum equal to the
complainant's loss of wages due
to respondent's unlawful acts
of discrimination committed
against her.
(c) That an order be entered
herein ordering said respondent
to cease and desist immediate-
ly from the unfair employment
practices.
oRtachr-4 e-r t.../D1OS
PlC Nri PHIS,
ORGANS • PIANOS
SALES • SERVICE•RENTALS
Phone
682-4637
482 S. Perkins Ext.
(1) That an order be entered
herein for such further affirma-
tive or other actions with re-
spect to the complainant as will
eliminate file effect of the prac-
tices above complained el.
The bearing will begin on
Wednesday, at 10 a.m., in the
21st Floor Conference Room,
160 N. LaSalle at. The Commis-
sion has appointed Attorney
Philip Davis, 1 N. LaSalle it.
to conduct the public hearing
on this complaint.
!NOTICE!
Alt Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your News
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellingtea
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Fre*" Of Any
charges.
Is? Race wins $.5, 2nd
race wins $10, 3rd race
wins S25, 4th race $100
and 5th race $500. Get
your RED Race Cards
to
PLAY
LET'S GO
TO THE
RACES
COUPON
FREE SOREN°
ICE TEA GLASS
Avocado Color 151/2
-0z.
With this coupon and $5 additional purchase.
One coupon to a family. Expires July 12t1-i,
Exclud,ng tobacco, milk and frozen milk
products.
FREE
151/2 oz. Avocado Green SORENO ICE
TEA GLASS with coupon above and
$5 additional purchase.
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Ploy Let's Go to the
races every Saturday
night on Chana•I S
INCT TV at 7 P.M.
You may be o lucky.
winner! Get your RED
Race Cards this week
at Big Star for Saturday
night July 9th.
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It was 224 years ago when Frank Scott of 2320 Hunter
began working as a truck driver for the Kroger Company.
On June 16, Frank went to work as usual, and was about to
punch the time clock when his boss remarked, "Well Frank,
today you can start your retirement." He had looked for-
ward to this day for many years; however, his emotions
were mixed • • joy and sadness. Although his 65th birthday
Is not until June 25, he began his retirement a week early.
The company presented him with a lovely navy blue sports
coat.
Out of the 22L2 years of employment, he had 18 years of
safe driving, for which he received a diamond ring, watch,
and pins for each year of safe driving. He wears a cap with
the 18 pins attached with an inscripition, "No Accident
Driver, the Kroger Company, Annual Award, and the date."
In the April edition of Ebony, Frank was featured in a
advertisement for the Kroger Company. It was an appeal to
young men to seek employment at Kroger because of the
fine job opportunities.
_Frank Scott is very grateful for the years at Kroger be-
cause he was able to provide for and educate his family. He
and his wife, Edith Scott, are the proud parents of 8 children.
All have professional jobs • • 3 are in the medical profession,
3 are in supervisory capacities, and 2 are in the teaching
profession.
A retirement dinner is being planned in his honor by his
children.
Once Ousted -- Jorden
Seeks Re-Eiction
Bobbie Jackson HEW Announces Aid Cut Off
Receives Grant
Mrs. Bobbie Jackson, a teach-
er at Hamilton High School,
has been awarded a stipend
by the National Science Foun-
dation to attend a Summer
Mathematics I n s t it ut e at
Franklin College, Franklin, In-
diana.
Logic and Mathematic taw:
Introductin to Foundations of
Arithmetic are being taken by
Mrs. Jackson.
The institute, designed f o r
Junior High School teachers,
will be held from June 27 to
August 19. Each participant
will receive six hours of un-
dergraduate credit. Th e re
are 21 states represented.
Rape-Slayer
In Kentucky
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.—(UN)
— The rape-slaying of an 8-
year-old girl and the beating
of two tennage girls and a
woman terrorized this small
community
Authorities believe there is
a link between the slaying of
Delois Ann Russell and the
beating of two older girls in
their honie three blocks away.
No arrests have been made.
Despite the use of different
weapons, police said, the ages
of the victims, the hour and
scene of the crimes point to
a possible connection. Police
questioned several suspects.
Delois Ann. t h e adopted
daughter of Mr. a n d Mrs.
Thomas Ricks, was found dead
in her bed Sunday morning.
Deputy Coroner William Ken-
nedy said she had been raped
 and stabbed in the throat,
heart, lungs and chest, proba-
bly with a butcher knife.
Ousted over a year and a half the people of this country as
ago from his post, Bruce Jor-
dan, last week announced that
he will seek re-election to the
office of County Commissioner.
. During a news conference
- where the announcement was
made, Mr. Jordan said, "Al-
though my accusers were never
revealed to me and I was not
told what charges were being
made against me, during the
, many months of investigation, it
, was very clear that'the control-
led Quarterly County Court con-
sidered me a thmt to their po-
sition of authori y. At this point
• the choice was a bow down to
the power or suffer the conse-
quences. I thank God for the
Grand Jury of free men that
found no criminal wrong doing
in my behalf."
2 Continuing his statement, the
•, candidate said, "I have con-
• sistently maintained a position
of independence as your
fr
presentative. I have fought the
selfish interest groups and I
have fought the political boss-
es. I will continue to fight for
long as I am given the oppor-
tunity. I ask your support in this
fight for good government and
respectfully request your vote to
re-elect me to the office of
County Commissioner.
Indonesia Strips
Sukarno Of His
Power And Title
JAKARTA — (UPI) — The
Indonesian Congress stripped
President Sukarno of h i s
powers and made the onetime
"president for life" a figure-
head chief. Anti-Communist
Gen. Suharto was made acting
president and he immediately
ringed Jakarta with his troops.
The congress did not appoint
a vice-president — a position
that would create a constitu-
tional successor to Sukarno.
But it did name a military
strongman, Lt. Gen. Suharto, as
"acting vice president" to serve
at any time Sukarno is incapa-
citated.
OLD FRIEND
NEW LOCATION
Over 15 Yrs. Experience
FREE ESTIMATES
Room Additions - Dens - Car-
ports - Driveways - Porches -
Patios - Garages - Heating -
Storm Doors and Windows -
Roofing - Ornamental Iron
Fences - Concrete.
SIDING
ALUMINUM
PLASTIC
BRICK
MANY OTHER SERVICES
BOSWELL HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
Licensed and Bonded
410 MARIS
2 Blocks South of Broad
275-3369
2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD
COMPARE our '66 PRICES!
1966 FORD GALAXIE
V-8 with Cruise-A-Matic,
power steering, radio,
heater, WSW tires and
other extras! 2465
NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED!
We Trade For Anything of Value
Such As Horses, Cows, Dogs,
Boats, Motors, Trailers, Guns, Etc.
1966 MUSTANG
With Cruise-A•Matic,
transmission, radio,
heater, WSW tires and
other extras!
2245
HER FIF FORD
2450 SUMMER AVE.
Open Nites 458-1151
In Southern School Districts
WASHINGTON - H E W
Secretary Sohn W. Garnder an- though the board
flounced that federal financial It would comply
assistance to five Southern
school districts was being cut
all because they have continued
to practice raciat segregation.
The five — which included
the first two school districts in
Georgia to be denied assistance
— bring to a total of 30 the
number of districts penalized
for failure to comply with the
1964 Civil Rights Act.
Title VI of the act bars fed-
eral financial funds to any pro-
gram or activity in which ra-
cial discrimination is practiced.
Gardner said that more than
15,000 children live in the dig-
Being Hunted tricts affected by his action.1He said that he approved ter-
mination orders "only after ex-
tensive efforts to achieve volun-
tary compliance had failed."
In four of the cases, be said,
federal examiners found that
the district had failed to file
assurance to comply with the
law. In the fifth case, that of
Glascock County in Georgia
It continued racial discrimina-
the examiner al-found that
Gardner said that as required!
by law he submitted reports of
his action to the Senate Com-
mittee on Labor and public Wel
fare and the House C,ommittet
on Education and Labor in let
ters dated July 1. Termination
of funds becomes effective 30i
had indicated days after receipt of the reportz!
with the law, by the committees.
Starts Saturday, July 9
— FIRST MID-SOUTH SHOWING ! ! —
THE MOST SHATTERING FILM OF OUR TIME!..
FILMED IN COMPLETE SECRECY IN THE DEEP SOUTH!
JOE SOLOMON 11111111E
presents
BLACK 111111111awaow.
KLANSMAN'
\, Obsessed with hatred and revenge he
4
 
rode with The Klan... even though
his color could cost him his life!
'CIAA.Alle ...A.A A
•
' vett RICHARD 011.0EN • HARRY LOYElOY • RIAU AUTNER
A SGS PRODUCTIONS Presentem - u S FILMS Release
Executive Producer JUL SOLOMON
Secretory of Labor W. Willard With gets the low.down on
the Neighborhood Youth Corps from four enrollees present
when an additional $1.7 million was awarded the United Plan-
ning Organization to set up more than 4,000 NYC job oppor.
tunities for young people in D.C. Metropolitan Area. Tw
of the enrollees, Diane Crawford and Bismork Henry will be op.
pointed to permanent jobs with the Smithsonian Institute as ca
result of their NYC experience. Sharon Pitt and Dianne Fre
school dropouts plan to return in the fall. "This is the stor
of the NYC, you don't need any words from mc," the Secteta
said.
(From left to right, Diane Crawford, Sharon Pift, Secretary :
Wirtz, Dianne Free, and Bismark Henry.)
SED•oom sAT4 oiNiN4
NALL 
Room XITCHEN
0%1S 
St•fluom C. 
LIVING Rooli4
A1RCONDITIONING
Viet as a kitten with Mittens!
14,000 BTU
Model AMC-140$229
NO MONEY DOWN
NO'
MONEY
DOWN
Model AMS- I 85
NO MONEY DOWN
1st PAYMENT APRIL 1967
There's an RCA WHIRLPOOL air conditioner
that's just right for your home . .. choose from 24 models
CLOSEOUT SAVINGS! Models left from last year's line
WE HAVE A FEW AIR CONDITIONERS WHICH WE CARRIED OVER FROM LAST YEAR . . . STILL NEW, FULL
FACTORY WARRANTY . . . SAME RCA WHIRLPOOL QUALITY! LIMITED QUANTITY SO PLEASE HURRY!
14,500 BTU 14,800 BTU 12,600 BTU 12,600 BTU
NO
MONEY
DOWN
ALC .145-30
98
C-200D
198
ALC-I30-30
978
AKC-I30-30
984
NO
MONEY
DOWN
PLENTY
SUMMER AVE.
Phon•
324-4406
3431 Summer
Wyman National
and Highland
SALESMEN
• Lou Gatlin, Jr.
• Jim Crain
• Clarance Ransom
• Andy Sawyers
I
—WHY WORRY? LET US 
De Your Elocihricel Willey Properly. 116%11 Your Air Coodilleeer, Sell Yew Mlo
Proper Air CoeigHoeer Yoe Nood--eed Combine All es 004 &my-ft-Pay Cootrest.
FREE PARKING-BOTH STORES OPEN 8 A.M. TO
ACE APPLIANCE COMPANY
Mid-South's Oldest and Largest
Exclusive RCA VICTOR Dealer.
Serving Memphis for over 20 Years—
Since 1945
9 P.M. DAILY
WHITEHAVEN
Phone
396-0995
4255 Hiway 51 South
A Few Illocit South
of Whhhavon Plaza
SALESMEN
• T. 0. Mc6lotNin,
• Davit Banniatf•
• Bill Itaars•
•r
ra.s.
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Black Power
Those who thought the civil rights
movement was receding into the back-
ground of social action have suffered
a rude awakening. The momentary quiet
was induced by the necessity for a stock-
taking of the gains made and the need
for activating the heretofore dormant
segment of the Negro population.
That mission having been accom-
plished to a degree of satisfaction, the
movement is once more surging ahead
and marching perhaps with greater dedi-
cation and determination than ever
before.
The march through Mississippi to
spur voter registration w a s an under-
taking requiring far more courage and
forbearance than the non-participating
public realized. It was James Meredith's
unfinished business that was being
pursued under most trying circum-
stances.
The shots that felled Meredith and
interrupted his odyssey through his
home state of Mississippi, usher a new
phase into the hitherto passive civil
rights movement. The incident has
weakened perhaps beyond repair the
position of the advocates of pay ive
resistance.
The assault op peaceful Meredith,
and his consequent resolve to defend
himself in the future against such at-
tacks have helped to the solidification
of the nascent view that a militant
"black power" is a practical approach to
the racial dilemma.
The implications of the theory and
practice of black power extend beyond
mere consolidation of political strength
on a ethnic basis. As formulated by
Stokely Carmichael newly elected head
of the Student Non-violent Coordinating
Committee, the new doctrine envisages
exclusion of white sympathizers a n d
utilization of the necessary aggressive
force to meet assaults and resistance by
the opposition.
For years, the NAACP, the Na-
tional Urban League, and the Negro
press, have, almost in unison, preached
against the use of force as a solvent
to the race problem. And Dr. Martin
Luther King has insisted, from the very
outset of his involvement in desegrega-
tion, upon passive resistance as t h e
best means of bringing white America
to its senses.
Responsible Negro leaders and the
Negro masses are committed to a peace-
ful solution to the rice problem. But
that commitment has been jarred loose
from its moralistic moorings by repeated
murders of c i v il rights workers, by
bombings of Negro homes and burn-
ings of Negro churches-all of which have
gone unpunished.
Federal authorities are not disposed
to sweep aside the police power of the
states with corrupt administration of
justice. Arrests are made: trials a r e
held, b u t no convictions by Southern
juries of white racists.
By dint of unhappy circumstances,
the Negro masses are being driven tp
the inevitable conclusion that where and
when the state and federal authorities
are unable or unwilling to protect them
in the exercise of their constitutional
right of protest, Negroes have no alter-
native choice but to protect themselves
with as much vigor as is required by the
occasion.
Negro leaders w h o counsel other-
wise will lose their identity and their
hold on the people they are trying to
lead. The voices of those who once
preached the use of the other cheek are
losing their sonority. Their logic is one
of despair which no longer suits t h e
mood of the awakening black masses.
Power, black power has become t h e
battle cry of the Black Revolution. This
resolve, which needs to be refined, is not
inconsistent with the logic and objec-
tives of the civil rights struggle.
Kennedy's Trip
Senator Robert Kennedy's trip to
Africa has helped to refocus attention
on African issues and problems which
the war in Viet Nam had threatened to
obscure. His visit to South Africa, in
particular, has revived American con-
cern over the tragic plight of the natives
who are denied the most elementary
human rights in their own land of birth
and where they are in overwhelming
majority.
Despite the many obstacles placed
in his way by the South African govern-
ment, the Senator contrived means by
which he was able to make his views
'known to a broad segment of the popula-
tion. Since he was not an official guest
of the government, Kennedy felt no com-
punction in airing his criticism of the
country's seemingly insufferable racial
policy known as apartheid.
He soon became the idol of the lib-
eral whites and of the great masses ofblack Africans who are struggling with
incredible fortitude for social justice
and eventual political recognition.
To these people in the black night of
suppression, Senator Kennedy brought
hope, if not of better days to come
presently, but of mounting world senti-
ment against the discredited notion of
racial inequality before the law.
Senator Kennedy's visit may help to
hasten the day when the African blacks
will enjoy social justice and freedom in
their homeland. He deserves the thanks
not only of Africans, but of all who be-
lieve in equality for all men.
Mr. and Mrs. Peyton Leon-
ard Burford of 1362 South
Parkway, East announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Ann g Carolyn to Conwell Ban-
ton ' Carter of Atlantic City,
New Jersey.
The beateous Miss Burford is
a graduate of Hamilton High'
School where she was a mem-
ber of the National Honor So-
ciety and a Sponsor in t h e
NDCC. While in high school
she was President of the Memp-
his Chapter C.03/4Ette Club,
_400,
MISS ANNE BURFORD
Inc. She made her debut at
the Kappa Alpha Psi Fraterni-
ty in 1963.
The charming young bride-
elect is presently a senior at
Howard University. At Howard
she was Air Force ROTC
Queen. a Bison Beauty, a
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Rifle
Queen and the Natural Ameri-
can Red Cross Poster Girl for
1965-1966.
Mr. Carter is the son of
Mrs. Alice Banton Carter of
Wilmington, Delaware and At-
lantic City and the late John
H. Carter of Atlantic City. He
is a graduate of the University
of Pennsylvania and is current-
ly a senior at Howard Univer-
sity College of Medicine.
The groom to be led t h e
Medical Students Committee
for Human Rights at Howard
University. He is a member of
the Student American Medical
Association and National Medi-
cal Association. The handsome
and erudite young Mr. Carter
is a member of Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity.
JACKIE ROBINSON SAYS . . .
Dreams C
Do Come
A dream I have cherished for ,
a number of years has finally
come true.
Last week, at
a press lunch-
eon in a mid-
town hotel, it
was announc-
ed that I had
been elected co-
chairman of the
board of direc-
tors and a di-
rector of Hamil-
ton Life Insur-
ance Company,
rated as one of
the top ten insurance corn-
panics — volume.wise — in the
nation.
I have become a substantial
ROBINSON
an And
True..
have a colleague who well re-
members his mother standing
in a Jim crow line to pay her
Insurance premium at the
flees of one of the very
company's branch offices.
This he remembers happening
when he was a youngster. And
ft didn't happen to Mississippi
11 happened in Brooklyn, PI
York.
Insurance companies also,
which enjoy tremendous revels.
ues from Negroes, fail to Eh.
the Negro his fair share of jobs
and job opportunities.
Hamilton Life Insurance Corn-
pany intends to become a model •
of just the opposite of this kind
of abuse and insensitivity.
I am deeply impressed by the
shareholder and, at the invite talent, dedication and sincerity
tion of the already existing of Philip Goldberg, the youth- ful and dynamic moving forceboard of the company, I have of Hamilton Life and my co-
designated three other director
who are now on the board. The
four of us will have equal say
chairman of the board. Phil
Goldberg has not come to Jack-
ie Robinson asking help in get-
in policy and management of ting something started.
the company. Over the past six years, Phil
ihas accomplished virtually a
I will tell you why this is a miracle — building half a _bil-
dream come true. lion dollars worth of life insur-
ance in force. It has taken otherFor a number of years, afteri 
companies Fifteen and twentygetting out of baseball, I had years
contemplated the idea of mak- to do this.
ing the insurance business my As we pledged each othet at
life work.1 There are severat the press luncheon, we :are
reasons why I have been interajoining hands to build the com-
ested in insurance. pany into a billion dollar firm.
In so doing, we are going; to
pay just as much attention to
is a great deal of money to be the Negro market as we are to
made if one has perseverance the white market
It is an area in which there
and imagination. Working hard
at the sale of insurance, one
can build up an income justi
Ithe years which becomes justi
like an annuity — something
which no one can take away
from you once you hria:e estab-
lished it. Anything you develop
produces continued income.
There are other reasons. The
Negre has always believed
deeply in insurance. He has
spent billions of hard•earned
dollars in this are. Yet, for
many years, he has been treat-
ed with scorn, contempt and in-
justice.
He has been made the victim
of refusal to cover in certain
areas, discriminatory rates, in-
ferior service and coverage. I
ONLY IN AMERICA
If You Know America You Also Know Football
The American Football
League and the National Football,
League have merged, the re- 1
sult of which is to supply sur-1
prise and copy to sportswrit-
ers everywhere.
I know noth-
ing about the
A merican o r
National Foot-
ball Leagues
but I could
.ave told every-
one they would
h a ye merged.
Any two com-
peting A m
can institutions
will always
merge as soon taa.nesi
as the idea strikes them. That
is the nature of our character
and I would presume football
players, coaches, and owners
share in that character no less
than steel presidents and all
other corporation managers.
As a matter of fact, I be-
lieve football is the most bIB
reaucratic institution of the re-
public. Before the fellows run
each other down, they huddle.
Social workers and advertising
weekend one team indeed can
and stockbrokers always spend
an inordinate amount of time
la "huddles" — conferences.
The football huddle therefore
represents an activity of our
national ethos. Anyone that
"huddles" — eventually "mer-
ges."
Also, football as a game is
cluttered u p with referees,
linesmen, umpires — a whole
apparatus p 1 u s yardsticks
\xhich chart the progress of the
ball as accurately as the stock-
market reports on the financial
page.
These officials are just like
the Securities Exchange C o m-
mission — they are always de-
laying the game to penalise
one or the other team, a prac-
tice which has apparent little
effect on either.
As any reader can tell, I
have studied not the game but
its implications. Even the bet-
ting is novel in football. You
can't bet on one team to beat
another (although the football
commissioner is forever e m -
phasizing that on any given
quaptsazd agall0) .`sattonaaxa
'beat another): no, you have to
give points, a practice which
confuses me and seems as non-
sensical as reading the racing
form to get a start in t h e
world.
The fellows who bet on base-
ball games bet the home team
AKA SCHOLARSHIP FANNERS . . . are shown with Sorer
Juanita Chambers after they had been presented their scho-
larships at the AKAs Magic World nt Fashions. The scholar-
ships are worth one hundred dollars each. Left to right: Lil-
lian Rowan, Sammie Kay Fletcher, Mrs. Chambers, Clarese
I,aJean Martin and Cassaandra Owens. Second row
left In right: Mary Robinson, Ann L. Thomas, Thomas
Strickland, Elizabeth Wallace and Patricia Odell.
AKAs WITH GUEST SOROR . Mrs. Anne Benson, Co -
('hairman of the Fashion Show sponsored by Reim Epsilon
Omega Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority and MISS
Velma Lois Jones, Basileus of the chapter are shown with
their soror and quest narrator MI4. Lillian. Thotuas of Nes
vine. The fashion show which featured styles by Helen Lee
Fashions culminated a year of successful activities for the
sorority.
will win or the visitors will
lose. And if they happen to be
New York Met fans, they
should have better judgmen
and save their money.
What particularly impressed
me about the manners of the
two football leagues was that
they did not make the an-
nouncement of their merger
until the two astronauts were
safely back aboard the carrier
Wasp,
If Cernan a n ti Stafford
thought the Gemini 9 project
was not all they had hoped for
just think of their disappoint-
ment when they found the
world took its eyes from the
orbiting capsule to marvel at
the ingenuity of football sports-
men who understand business.
EASIER TO MAKE THAN TO
GIVE AWAY
I once spent a whole d a y
visiting with the late Billy Rose.
A fabulous little man. He did
it all within about 30 years.
From the ghetto of New York
where his parents paid eleven
dollars a month rent, Billy now
lived in one of the great math
sions up on Fifth Avenue.
He had a private stocktickerin one of the rooms in charge
of an elderly fellow wearing aleather apron like the auditors
of the counting houses of
Middle Ages.
Billy Rose left some 30 mil-
lion dollars, every penny of it
made honestly in accordance
with all the rules. His taient
was the Witty to take i m -
mediate advantage of every
money-making opportunity that
presented itself. His genius was
to guess right every time.
But alas something went
wrong with Billy's genius in
the division of his estate. His
will is being contested a n d
Billy himself remains unburied
till a court decides the issues
Was it Rockefeller, or Har-
riman, or Carnegie, who said,
"Much easier to make it than
to give it away."
Front St. Youth
Theatre To Open
Front St. Youth Theatre
Box Office opened Tuesday at
Front St. Theatre, 1819 Madi-
son Ave. Tickets go on sale
for Thorton Wilder's- wacky ex-
travagganza, "The Skin of
Our Teeth, premiering t h e
Front St. Youth Teatre season
on July 21st, and the three one-
act plays which will be per-
formed in re erto be inn
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA TEA ... The mom.
her. of the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
sponsored a tea for the parents of the chil-
dren in their baby contest in the recreation-
al rooms .1St. Andrew AMR Chore h.
Shown left to right are Kim Reid, who Plac-
ed second in the contest: Miss Velma Lois
We are going to be able to
provide jobs. We are going to
,be able to help young people
who are starting out in life and
want to carve out their own fu-
ture. We are going to sell and
merchandise fairly and without
dishonest exploitation of t h e
type which has so badly 
man.ed this industry,
As I said at the luncheon, my
heart and soul and my prayers
are with those courageous
Americans now marching in
Mississippi for, at any rate,
who were then doing so). I say
that picketing and demonstra-
tions and marches have had
their place and that results
have been achieved through
these methods.
I am not saying they have
run their course. But I am say-
ing that there is another meth-
od which the American Napo
must use ALSO in order to gala;
ture freedom. He mast move
meaningfully to
'mainstream of
thel
economy. The
get into the
this American
Negro's ballot
and his buck are the two key
weapons he has to use.
Governor Rockefeller and
Mayor Lindsay were among
many who sent us wires of con-
gratulations with regard to our
dream come true; We thank
them heartily and pledge to
them and to the many friends
who contacted us that we shall
use this new opportunity to help
our people, regardless of color.
Ushers Union
To Meet
The president of the Ushers
Union Association is requesting
all members to be present
Thursday night 8 p.m. at Owen
College to make a ticket te-
iPort
August 2nd. The bill of one-
acts a re Christopher FrY's
"The Boy With A Cart," Mau-
rice Meterlinck's "The Intrud-
er" and Sean O'Casey's "Hall
of Healing.
Jams, Rasileus of the Sorority; Mrs. Alma
Johnson, Mrs. Dorothy Jones, Miss J I in
Ella Austin, Mrs. Martell LaGrone, Mrs.
1,uvenla Carraldine, Mrs. Barbara W11-
white and Mre. Cora Reid, mother of the
second place winner and a member of the
sorority
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SINGING IN MEMPHIS — This is The First African Bapt.
4!, Church Choir. The group will sing at the Friendship Baptist
•8),„ Church Annual Friend's Day.
\CORE Adopts
New Resolution;
End Non-Violence
i1
---
China In Warning ing support and aid" to North'I
Viet Nam.
North Korea joined t h e at-
484
After U.S. Raid
tack pr mnising to "render
Aii,TOKYO (UPI)'— CornmunistI
ever,/ form of assistance, in-
'China violently denounced thel
l
V.S. bombing of Hanoi a n d eluding the dispatch of volun-
Haiphong, warning that It hatOeers• to the Vietnamese people
been "further freed from any who are heroically fightingi
bounds or restrictions in render- against the U. S. imperialists."I
By STANLEY S. SCOTT
BALTIMORE (UPI) — The
Congress of Racial Equality
(CORE) Monday unariimously
adopted a resolution calling for
an end to non-violence in the
civil rights movement.
"We do not find self-defense
contradictory to non-violence,"
CORE's associate national di-
rector Lincoln 0. Lynch told
newsmen outside the Knox
Presbyterian Church, where the
organization hoc' just conclud-
ed its four-day national conven-
tion.
The resolution marks a new
militancy for the organization
which has embarked on a drive
for total racial equality through
the acquisition of "black pow-
er."
Lynch said the CORE organi-
ration also adopted a resolution
tion. At one point, one white
CORE worker stalked out of the
meeting near tears.
Mrs. Marjorie Turanski of the
Philadelphia, Pa., CORE chap.'
ter, entered a press room ad.
joining the convention audi-•
torium and immediately be-
came engaged in a discussion'
with a Negro Mississippi CORE;
member ovcr the issue of non-
violence.
condemning America's involve-
ment in the war in Viet Nam. Mrs. Turanski, who said shel
and calling for a, withdrawal of, spent 14 months in a Nazi con-•
troops from the war effort; central.s camp, told Use awl
there.
CORE also adopted a resolti . •
tion calling for an end to the Glickman To L.A.
draft. Lynch said CORE would
undertake an educational pro- Federal Judge Joseph S a m
gram "to describe this racist perry gave former fight mana-
ger Bernard Glickman, h e
Commenting on the convert- government's prize witness in
tion's controversial theme of a grand jury investigation of
1
"black power," Lynch said a irregularities in boxing, p e r -
resolution was approved es • mission to go to Los Angeles
plaining what black power is all to live.
about. He refused to go into de- Glickman, whose charges that
tail, saying a statement would he was beaten by mobsters try-
be released later to newsmen. ing to influence boxing precipi-
The all-day closed-door de- tated the grand jury investiga-
liberations were reported to tion, is free on $10,000 bond as
'have been charged with emo- a witness to the jury.
•
war to the American people
smitt PiiiITAfer
AWARDS &PRIZES
0/1E" OR NORg
Start Playing Today
* WIN EARLY!
*WIN OFTEN!
$1,00000
PLAY IT LIKE BINGO!
SECOND
SERIES
)u NW
New RED Game Cards
New RED Game Slips,
NEW Cash Winners!
NEW Product Winners!
Simply pick up your FREE copy
of the AWARDS & PRIZES
shopping game card at your
nearby friendly A&P!
• • •
500"
$100" $5000
$10" 4.1 $1000 
$ 500 $100
All AWARDS & PRIZES game cards are identical.
The simple rules on the back of the card will show
you how to win prizes of up to $1,000.00 in cash
and A&P Product Awards. Nothing to write!
Nothing to buy! There is no limit to the number of
times you can win! Adults (and married minors)
only! A&P Employees and Families are not eligible
to win.
SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF
STEAK SALE!
T-BONE SIRLOIN ROUND95
lb.99 lb. b 190
WIN ro $1000 IN CASH!
EXTRA BONUS! Each week we will print EXTRA AWARDS & PRIZES game
slips in our newspaper ads. Watch for these ads! Cut out and use these
EXTRA game slips together-with nil the game slips you receive at our stores
to win your share of prizes. Start with the 4 extra game slips in this ad! Enter
0114 on your AWARDS & PRIZES game card and you are on your way to
winning Cash Prizes! GOOD LUCKI
SHOP A&P
THE STORE THAT
CARES ABOUT YOU
FRESH U.S. NO. 1
Peaches 
JANE PARKER RING
Angel Food
2 LBS 29e
SAVE
10C 3 ea.
A&P LIGHT CHUNK
Tuna oz.cans
Identified Negro that "civil
rights workers will be slaught-
ered" if they take op arms.
Upon hearing that a first
draft of the resolution against
non-Violence had failed to win
approval Mrs. Turanski shout-
ed, "thank GOd."
CORE national director Floyd
B. McKissick blamed the fed-
eral, state and local govern-
ments for CORE's controver-
siftl new attitude toward non -
...Mince. He said that the re-
fusal of law enforcement of-
ficials to provide protection for
civil rights workers accounted
for the action
McKissick also confirmed re-
ports that he along with
Stokley Carmichael chairman
of the Student Non-violent ('o-
ordinating Committee (SNCC),
had been invited by Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King to attend a
top-level rights meeting in Chi-
cago next Sunday to discuss
philosophy and differences with -I
In the civil rights movement.
King has long advocated a
non-violent approach to the,
problem of securing civil rights.
McKissick said he had not as
yet reached a decision on
whether to make the Chicago
trip.
EXTRA
AWARDS & PRIZES
BONUS
Win extra A&P prizes while an your
WO y to the cash award! If your
game slip is marked "FREE" you
may exchange that slip for the
actual A&P Brand Product pictur.ci
on the slip!
Just present your "FREE" slip- with
the corresponding free product to
the cashier as you check out. It's
our way of acquainting you with
A&P's Own Family of Fine Products.
PLAY AWARDS AND PRIZES IN ALL A&P FOOD STORES IN MEMPHIS
DYERSBURG AND JACKSON TENN., MAYFIELD, FULTON AND MURRAY KY.
OPEN Tit 9 P.M. DAM
WHERE YOU WILL FIND
LOW CASH SAVING
PRICES ON FINE
QUALITY FOODS AND
WHERE YOU WILL BE
SERVED WITH COURTESY
ecore See .56.4,6a4cee.Secod
GOLDEN DAY ELBERTA
PEACHES
1 lb. 13 oz.
4 or 94/e
KENTUCKY BELL
Distilled Red
VINEGAR
1 Gal. 33
%II,
DETERGENT
2 lb. 15 oz. Box
Blue or Regular
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WE HONOR GOVERMENT FOOD STAMPS
THESE FINE A&P FOOD STORES SERVING THE
MEMPHIS AREA AND JACKSON. TENN.
477 POPLAR 3463 SUMMER
4780 SUMMER 3561 PARK AVE..
423 N. CLEVELAND 2131 FRAYSER AVE.
2833 LAMAR 115 E. LAFAYETTE
2437 POPLAR Jackson, Tenn.
Prices Effective T h rut. Saturday
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Korean War turncoat Clarence Adams aboard the
President Cleveland in San Francisco. With him were his
Chinese wife, Liu Lin-Feng, son Louis, 29 months, and
daughter, Della, 71/2. The family poses aboard the liner for
photographer as San Francisco comes into view (UPI Tele-
photo)
liner USS
52 Oklahoma Demonstrators Jailed
LAWTON, Okla. — (UPI) —
A demonstration at segregated'
Lawton Amusement Park re-,
suited in a trip to jail Monday
for 52 persons.
Bill Hutchins, son of park
owner Ben Hutchins, requested
the arrests after several Negro
teen-agers tried to go through
the gate as he entered the l
park.
Complaints of trespassing on
private property were signed
against 36 adults, including two
white Roman Catholic priests
and four Negro ministers.
Sixteen young people were
jailed and then released to cus-
tody of juvenile officers. Two
or three other young demon-
strators were freed without
being jailed.
2-Party System
May Help Texan
By LEON L. LEWIS 
'They 
his election six years ago.;
(mg) 2The feel there is not too much
DALLAS, Texas —
The two-party system 
propo.ldifference, if a n y, betweenp
Tower conservatism and Wag-
nents in the Dallas-Fort Worth
metropolitan areas m a y have goner Carr conservatism.
the answer to victory or defeat
for Sen. John Tower in the No-
vember election.
lbondreds of Democrats and
Republicans interviewed over
the past few weeks, give indi-
cation that they definitely favor
a two-party system for Texas,
and in this instance are inclin-
ed to cast their votes in No-
vember for the incumbent Sen-
ator.
A majority of the Democrats,,
both Negro and white, favor'
Tower because of his seniority
and experience in the Senate
1
'65 Rookie Star Wins
'Firecracker 400'
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. —
(UPI) — Driving a 1966 Dodger
Charger, Sam McQuagg of
Columbus, Ga., 1965 NASCAR
Rookie of the Year, won the
, Firecracker 400 here monday at
a record speed of 153.813 miles
an hour.
Second place went to Dare!
Dieringer of Charlotte, N. C.,
third to Jim Paschal of High
Point, N. C., and fourth to Cur-
tis Turner of Charlotte, N. C.
Waggoner Carr, who is Gov.
Connally's choice, is making his
first bid for national office.
the governor is a favorite in the
state among most voters, they
don't feel his influence over
Carr — if he should win—would
be for the best interest of the
state as a whole.
The governor is on the "outs"
with senior Sen. Ralph Yar-
While the governor is a favorite
in the state among most voters,
Ueve that either in a victory
for Tower or Carr, he would
they don't feel his influence over
throw his influence behind the
junior Senator post.
Some died-in-the-wool Demo-
crats of the area were surpris-
ed to learn that a sizable ma-
jority of Negro political lead-
ers were inclined to go along
with Tower.
The biggest block of Negro
votes that may ,go along with
Tower is in Houston. These are
the ones that supported Bush
against Ralph Yarborough in
1964. This !-end is sai dby po-
litical strategists to be spread-
ing throughout the state.
They say Tower will carry
TAP DANCER CONRAD "Little Buck" Buckner recently
made another Las Vegas appearance when he co-starred
with comic-band leader Phil Harris at the Desert Isar. Bick-
ner has toured the world and has appeared on several Ed
Sullivan TV shows.
west and north Texas, so far
as the Negro vote goes. East
Texas will be split evenly, and
south Texas is still in an un-
decided mood. But Republican
leaders are making a decidel
bid for votes from that area.
This may iriplicate a slip-
away victory for Tower, b u t
the most important indication
is that a general desire for a
Texas two-party system may
ooze the Senator in without
much trouble.
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new at your beauty shop from Gillette!
Epic-the truly differentpermanent curl relaxer
goes on coolstays cool!
Forget hot combs and stinging chemicals. Now from the
laboratories of Gillette comes this truly different
curl relaxer. Epic goes on cool—stays cool.
It's so gentle your hairdresser needn't wear gloves—yet
it relaxes even the tightest curls. Color-treated hair?
No problem! Epic won't revert—in rain or heat.
It lasts and lasts. Actually conditions. your hair. Leaves
just enough _body for the new smooth hairstyles. Your hairdresser
knows there's never been anything like Epic. Try it!
call for an goe appointment today
at one of these fine beauty shops
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
BAKER'S BEAUTY SALON
Mrs. Seirna Baker
1498 Merlin. Avenue
946-895.5
ALLURA'S BEAUTY SHOP
Viola Banks
237 Vance
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ANN & ESSIE'S HOUSE OF BEAUTY
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VELMA'S BEAUTY SHOP
Velma Braswell
839 N. Bellevue Blvd.
275.9030
ELIZA'S BEAUTY SHOP
Virgie Braswell
2168 Chelsea
275.6191
ANN & ESSIE'S HOUSE OF BEAUTY
329 Vance Ave.
525-7168.
HI-JAY- BEAUTY SHOP
Kercenia P. Brown
1264 Jackson Ave.
2764131
ANNEGELES
Dorothy Coin
916 Mississippi Blvd.
WH 8-0513
ANN & ESSIE'S HOUSE OF BEAUTY
Alma F. Chaney
329 Vance Ave.
525.7169
D S BEAUTY SHOP
Anne Davis
1552 Wilson St.
942-5916
ALLURA'S BEAUTY SHOP
Doris Dillard
237 Vance St.
526.9354
CHARMEL'S BEAUTY SALON
Bettye Dixon
324 Hernando St.
JA 7.3056
FAR ROW'S BEAUTY SALON
Roberta Farrow.
2503 Park AVib
4524329 - •
ROSE'S BEAUTY mem
Barbara J. Fisher
1576 Alcy Rd.
LUCILLE'S BEAUTY SHOP
Lucille Gaines
.709 Harry Ave.
948.5174
GOODMAN'S BEAUTY SHOP
Jessie Mae Goodman
1291 Vollentine St.
• B13.96
FASH1ONETTE BEAUTY SIEV
Annie Pearl Glispie
949 S. Lauderdale
525-9964
ROSE'S BEAUTY SHOP
Christine Gray
1576 Alcy Rd.
CHARNEL'S BEAUTY SALON
Charlene
34 HernandP.
4A 7-3056
KLONDYICEt HANDY SPOT
BEAUTY SHOP
1324 Yollentine Ave.
276.1449
HANNA'S BEAUTY SALON
Annie Pearl Hanna
'741 Tate Ave.
STREAMLINE
Alma S. Higgins
1264 Jackson Ave.
276-4131
ANNEGELES BEAUTY SALON
Marie Hill
916 iAississippi Blvd.
WH 84513
ANN & ESSIE'S HOUSE OF
BEAUTY
Joy Hilliard
329 Vance Ave.
525-7168
MABEL AND CHARLIE MAE'S
Frances D. Hodges
1163 College St.
946.7018
-ROSE'S BEAUTY SALON
Forestine Howard
1576 Alcy Rd.
: 943-9320
PERSON'S
Dora Jackson
9fI5 Mississippi Blvd.
ROSE'S BEAUTY SALON
'Paola Jackson
1576 Alcy Rd.
948.9320
ALLURA'S BEAUTY SHOP
Cleather Jones
237 Vance Ave.
526-9354
FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP
Laura B. Jones
-1236 Florida Ste
WH 62932
JONES' BEAUTY SHOP
Louvella Jones
941 E. McLemore
946.5045
THEUAA'S BEAUTY SALON
Marcell Jones •
720 Dallas
327.9155
FARROW'S BEAUTY SALON
Jame Tamil Lakionclue
2303 Park Ave.
4524329
D. F. S. BEAUTY SHOP
Maggie Mae Lan*
1552 Wilson As..
9424916
TI•IE EPIC PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS CO.. DIVISION "011101tallow CHICAGO. ILL
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PANTOMINE GROUP.. was featured at Ilces. et hilluded FISIMsters was directed
the ABA "Magic World of Fashions". The by Borer Blase Mobley.
Famous Composer's Son,
A Whiz In The Kitchen
While pianist Artur Rubinstein at the kitchen stove.
performs all over the world,, "My father." says the young
Paul Rubinstein, his son correqdr. Rubinstein, "can't make a
poses symphonies of his own pot of coffee. But he is su-
\ 
BRINKLEY•PORCHE WEDDINti PARTY is pictured on
the altar of St. Thomas Catholic Church immediately fol-
lowing the wedding of Miss Paulette Brinkley to Bernard
Milton Porche, Jr., of Highland Park, Michigan. Left to
right: Miss LIM Ann Abron, Miss Jacquelyn, Kansas City,
Missouri; Miss Elice Reese, Denobra Owens, the flower
girl; Miss Anne Burford, maid of 'donor; Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Milton Porche, Jr., Dr. John Loomis, Detroit, best
man; Miss Georgette Marshall, Muskogee, Oklahoma;
Maia Porche, and Isabel Porche, sisters of the groom from
Highland Park. Second row left to right: Byron Milton, Jr.,
Detroit; Woodrow C. Mitchell, Washington, D. C.; Ralph
Bailey, Washington, D. C.; altar boy, Fr. Joseph E. Lep-
pert, John L. Brinkley, Jr., father of bride; Bernard M.
Porche, Sr., father of groom; Rudolph Porter, Detroit; Art
Gilliam and Theodore Pickett.
preme consumer of gourmet that is lower than current bank
cuisine, and I developed an interest rates. If it's in your
appreciation of fine food from interest to obtain a new mort-
him." gage, shop around, Martin says.
This interest in food and a Many banks or other lending in-
neutral talent for cooking cii k,..stitutions are competitive.
veloped into a hobby for Mr., —
Rubinstein, a busy advertising done steak.
manager for a leading record
Are there any "bargains" to be found when you shop for
that home which will better
meet the needs of your growing
family?
No and yes says a home im-
provement specialist.
When it comes to the selling
price of a home, reports Aldo
Martin of Alcan Aluminum Cor-
2. A house that has been fin-
ished in aluminum siding. This
may be worth hundreds of dol-
lars a year through the elimina-
tion of exterior repainting every
for bargains which will c u t three years and the lower heat-
ing bills with the additional in-
sulation the aluminum provides.'
3. A plumbing and heating
system that is in good workingI An existing mortgage which
order. It may be worth the ex-
can be taken over at a rate pease of hiring a home consult-
ant to coeck on the home's,
working parts, for termites etc.,
Defects here can result in hun-
dreds of dollars of extra ex-
pense.
4. A finished and
patio. The emphasis on outdoor
living requires the shade that
uf t Vs "That's not my idea of cook- an aluminum 
patio cover can
At the suggestion of an editor ing. I was spoiled by good
friend who has been the happy restaurants as a child, and now
recipient of many palate-pleas- eating is a pleasure only if the
ing Rubinstein specialties, hel food's worthwhile."
and his wife are compiling a His apartment has a large
cookbook to be published next •kitchen, lots of work areas, a
'BARGAINS' ARE FEW •
Look For Upkeep Savings
When Shopping For Home
poration's Flexalum Division,
this is usually determined by
the neighborhood it is in. A
house in poor repair, of course,
will sell for less, but you may
have to put a lot of work into
it. A home that is too "fancy"
for the neighborhood may bad
ifficult to sell at the price
you paid for it.
But as far as upkeep is con-
cerned, Martin says, homeown-
ers should be on the lookout
their annual expenses consider-
ably. These "bargain" features
'include:
year by the Macmillan Co., and
i thinking about a second one.
Mr. Rubinstein first tried his
• 
hand at cooking when he moved drinks and desserts in the other
il ttlhbinto a ac e or aparmen
• 
ten "so I don't have to wade
years ago. "There I was, with through the, ginger ale to find4bmumfar. a kitchen and a stove, and I the butter."
decided to see what I could do
with them"
Mr. Rubinstein contends that
bachelors are more likely than
single girls to develop an in-
terest in cooking • • mostly, he advance and stores the pre
says, because girls tend to think pared food in the freezer corn -
of dinner as a social affair. partments.
, "Unless company's coming or ,,
Ithey're invited out, single girls, "-Iu Rubinstein's Recipc for
I are inclined to dine on cottage i Striped Bass in Aspic
I cheese." 
, 4 to 6 pound sttriped bass
1
i
. (head and tail removed and 
On the other hand, he's 
cleanedknown some single men to go
in for the "barbecue bit." They
pick up the latest, most expen-
sive barbecue and then invite
the gang over for a home-cook-
ed meal consisting of a badly-
DING ANNIVERSARY . . . Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Sylvers observe their fiftieth wedding
anniversary and were honored with a re-
ception by their children Mrs. Ella Belle
Raines, Miss Georgia Rose Sylvers a n d
Leon Sylvers at their home 1017 Leath.
dependable range, and two big
refrigerator-freezers. He keeps
"regular" food in one, and
Since Mr. Rubinstein hasn•t
time to prepare a company
dinner after he gets home from
the office, he often cooks in
covered
provide. If your prospective new
home already has one, instead
of a rectangle of concrete open
to the sun, you're ahead of the
game.
5. Trees, shrubbery and
frass in good condition with just
the minimum of maintenance
required to keep them so. If
your new borne Is the block's
eyesore, pressure from neigh
hors might force you to invest copyrights and trademarks o
a bundle in landscaping. Batman and Robin, filed sui
3 tablespoons butter or mar•
garine pepper and Salt
4 large carrots, peeled
2 stalks celery
4 medium onions, finelt
chopped
6 bottles clam juice
is bay leaf
4 envelopes plain gelatin
Mayonnaise sauce (recipe
below)
Place bass in fish poacher.
Buttet skin on both sides and
leave remaining piece of butter
inside fish. Salt and pepper lib-
erally. ,Cover fish inside and
out with finely chopped onions.
Surround fish with unsliced
peeled, carrots, celery and bay
leaf. Pour in one or two bottles
of clam juice to almost cover
fish.
Bake uncovered at 350 degre-
es for 30 minutes. Add remain-
ing clam juice. Cover and bake
another 40 to 60 minutes. (Fish
is done when meat is uniformly
white and permits easy pene-
tration with fork without flak-
ing. Strain juice remaining in
poacher, discard celery stalks.
Reserve in refrigerator-freezer.
Slice cooked carrots into one-
eighth-inch slices. Arrange in
bottom of 3-quart ring mold.
Soften one gelatin in t's cup
reserved juice. Dissolve over
boiling water. Cool. Pour over
carrots in bottom of mold. Chill
until firm.
Meanwhile carefully separate
meat of bass from bones and
skin. Quickly arrange fish even-
ly in mold. Soften remaining
three envelopes of gelatin in
remaining reserved juice. Dis-
solve over hot water. Chill until
syrupy. Pour over fish in mold.
Chill until ready to serve. Un-
mold. Yield: 8 servings.
Mayonnaise Sauce
2 cups mayonnaise
6 drops green food coloring
one-eighth teaspoon paprika
Juice of one lemon
4 dashes Worchestershire
sauce
teaspoon tarragon leaves
Beat all ingredients together.
Chill until ready to serve with
aspic.
NEW YORK — (NPI) — Bat- agankt the firms—among them
man and Robin have struck Walgreen's and 
Woolworth's —
in an attempt to prevent alum
back again at their enemies. thorized copies of Batman
with a "pow," "barn," and a --
"kazang." And this time their
"enemies" are a chain of New
York merchandising organiza-
tions, accused of sellnig Bat-
man merchandise that has not
been properly lciensed.
National Periodical Publica-
tions, Inc., which owns the
MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE
3/4 Length Sleeve
"Slack Suits 14 
Sharkskinse Silkweares, Irrideseents
BERTS
125 BALE ST. 1221 THOMAS ST.
S. 
D1141,1ER, July 
14, 1966
Shearton 
Peabody, City 
Usher
Associatior "...... W. A. 
Gaerrn 
CEI4AC1-E 
RETREAT lt.1 
MEMPHIS
At 
Lausanne 
School, 1381 
Massey 
RoalC
d
August 5, 6,7, 
August 9, 10,
August 12, 13, 
14 — For 
Intonnation a
Mr. 
Russell 
Wilkinson :- 
458-8064
Mrs. James 
Blackburn — 363-
7213
Come and 
Eft‘oy An 
Evening with 
the Star.
A Five 
Point Tea, 
Sunday July 
17, 1966
til 
P.M. at the 
home
7:00 
 
oi
Iltr. & Mrs. 
William 
Parish,
1539 
Livewell Circle
Sponsored By 
Gbralter 
Chaptet 436
0.E.S. Marlton 
Mrs. S.M. 
McKineyn 
BABY CONTESTANTS AND MODELS ...
in the Magic World of Fashions Sponsored
by Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority made a
pretty picture as they pose for the Clalhere•
man after the show which was heid In Mel.
rose High School Auditorium.
shirts, records, and other mei.-
Batman Sues Retailers; chandise from being sold.Batman hasn't exactly lost
the shirt off his back, or his
Wants His Shirts Back tail for more than $75 millionpants, as his prolucts now re-
Eyvear.n Davy Crockett, Mary
Poppins, and James Bond
couldn't match that.
1st Quality
Nylon
Stocking
2pr. $1.00
HAND BAGS
.97c-sin
$461
utcers,Lhlid:
Naid Bags
SHOES
AFTER 4th OF JULY '4
SALE! S 197 $4"
$377
ia-t&st g.lifrieA..
Summer Heels
All Colors Sizes And Styled
$29,
$291 $311
101 So. Main St. 13 So. Main St.
3188 Thomas St. 2246 termer Ave.
THE GRAND 
GOLDE14 'TEA
Sponsored by 
Alpl:ia Church
10'34E. Mc
Lernore 
Avenue 
—Sunday Evening
3012,_..0966 
.14.
ourteenth Word
*The f 
 
Civic Club 
Will Hove
ti' s geguicir 
Nternbersilip Meeting
Monday July 
11, 1966 at
Menopolitan Baptist 
Cbutch,
767 alker 
Ave. Cornet 
ol 
McDowell
7:30 
P.14?"........011, P"
sideet
W 
Please Call Joe 
Purdy 
-525-0785
OT Y'l rite 
Some oi 1500 
Thomas
Compony
c,'o 
Pepsi Colo 
1 out Church 
or Club 
Announcements Week's
come alive°
liolire in the Pepsi generathm!
DOG RACING AT ITS BEST
SOUTH LAND
summer home of champions
OPEN NITELY EXCEPT SUNDAY THRU OCT. 4, '66
INTERSTATE 55 WEST MEMPHIS ARK.
_Air conditioned for your oomfort
4searreetaereetses-erseile401111110meetre
..... . . .
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Pentagon's Draft Study Asks Few • Changes
By GEORGE J. MARDER
WASHINGTON (UPI) — If
the Pentagon's new draft pro-
posals were put into effect to-
day few of the nation's young
men would notice the difference.
Therein lies the key to the
massive study of the draft the
Defense Department undertook
two years ago. The department
labored mightily under an as-
signment expected to bring
forth a mountain of suggestions.
Instead, the Per.tagon proposals
have more of the appearance of
a mouse.
The fact b mais win all its
-
sfaults-- and the study acknow-
ledges that most of the com-
plaints against the system are
correct — the Defense Depart-
ment likes the draft better than
any alternative.
It just could not come up
with any better way to keep the
!military amply supplied, either
!during peacetime or during war
emergencies. The military in-
sisted the draft was important
either to tab young men direct-
ly or to encourage them to en-
list because they might be
drafted later.
At first glance, it would ap-
Year-after-year...you'll see
your favorite Sports best
on a magnificent
IA a n cnrcox
23" BIG SCREEN TV*
pear that President Johnson's
newly created 20-member citi-
zens' Commission on the Draft
also might draw a blank. But
its mandate is a good deal
broader and deals with all
phases of service; for example,
it imp study Defense Secretary
Robert S. McNamara's idea for
some kind of universal war or
peace service.
The Pentagon stedy was
somewhat narrower in scope,
confined mostly to the draft it-
self. Thus what the report
amounted to was an offiical
imprimatur on the draft sys-
tem for at least the next de-
cade. Only one substantial
change was suggested: that the
drafting start at the botam of
the 19 to 26 age group, rather
than at the top.
According to the report, iti
would be less disruptive forp
young men to be tabbed for
to 35 when their student oi
other temporary deferments rust
out. The 26-year-old cut-off, Ini
effect now would be eliminat-
ed.
But that does not mean that
college grads or older men
would be called. The emphasis
would still be on calling up the
19 and 20-year-olds. Those in
the priority pool for induction
would remain there for only a
year. If not called, they would
go to the bottom of the draft
list the following year with very
little chance of being called
except during was emergencies.
The fact is the Pentagon ex-
pects that a steadily decreas-
ing proportion of even the
young will be dratfed in future
years, mostly because there will
be so many of them. In 1955,
there were sightly more than 1
military service at age 19 to 20Ipool would be made up of two! million reaching the age of 18 ing and new systems installed.
rather than later. But the over-, groups — the available 19 and' annually. In 1970, the figure wilwile said he would not base his
riding reason was that the mil- 20-year-olds, and older men up be almost 2 Million. campaign on a racial issue.
11S• Jets In Battle Off Haiphong
Navy jets fought an air-sea bat-
tle with North Vietnamese tor-
pedo boats in the South China
Sea off the big port city of
Haiphong. One Navy skyhawk
was shot down during the pre-
dawn clash, but the pilot was
rescued.
The Navy planes fired
Shown on optional T-226 mobile cart
Enjoy every thrilling play
... on this Magnavox 280 sq. in. big-screen TV—that's
priced no more than small-screen portables of other
makes! Automatic Fine Tuning always "remembers"
to keep each channel Perfectly tuned. Three IF Stage
Chassis (not just 2) with Automatic Picture and Sound
Stabilizers (Keyed AGC) pulls-in even "difficult" stations
With amazing clarity and stability. Model 1-T300 in
Several decorative colors—telescoping dipole antenna.
12" Personal TV*
sail screen
si:es are
diagonal
measure
only
$8990
Compact and lightweight
... this beautiful Magnavox "powerhouse" will bring
you clearer, sharper, steadier pictures than you've
ever seen from a portable!. Has 71 sq. in. screen,
Automatic Picture and Sound Stabilizers (Keyed AGC),
telescoping antenna, convenient Channel Selector Win-
dow, highest reliability Magnavox Bonded Circuitry plus
earphone for private listening, too! Model 1-U114 In
several beautiful colors.
Tiny 8-Transistor FM/AM Radio
...brings you fine
music or
sports events
wherever you go!
Enjoy beautiful noise-free
FM music and sparkling AM
listening—practically any-
where! Model 2-FM806, with
telescoping antenna, is only
41,1 H; in gleaming Black.
Complete with battery, ear-
phone, and convenient
leather carrying cases.
only
4995
COME IN TODAY—see our widest selection $995
of quality Magnavox Radios ... from only
Come See Our Complete Line
Of Furniture From 12 Noon
To 8:00 P. M.a rt
r APPLIANCE & FURNITURE CO.
Walker Home Center
281 Mitchell Rd. PH 397-7507
SAIGON — (UPI) — U S
Yanks, North Viet Torpedo Boats
•
scored as South Vietnamese
Premier Nguyen Cao Ky told
newsmen in Saigon victory in
lash; Navy Skyhawk Shot Down this year.the Viet Nam War is possible
and North Vietnamese PT,
boats. In last Friday's battle,
three PT boats were sunk.
The new clash flared shortly
after American Air Force and
rockets at the Communist tor:, Navy planes, flying 91 missions,I pedo boats but there was no in. hit North Viet Nam on heavy
dicadon whether they scored friurth of July raids featuring
any hits in the second battle in a strike against an underground
five days between Navy planes oil depot just 18 miles south-
east of Haiphong.
In South Viet Nam, Ir S.
Marines swept through t h
charred ruins of Communist
positions near Da Nang after
a big night battle1 in which the
Leathernecks, with the aid of,
artillery and strike planes,
killed a reported 78 Viet Cong.
The new Marine success was
Ky spoke at a Saigon recep-
tion after he had convened a
new 80-member military-civi-
lian council to help unify the
nation. He cited the massive
firepower provided mainly by
the United States and said that
"according to intelligence re-
ports, the Communists have
strengthened their forces."
Woolly-Headed Banio Strummer 'Crewmen SavedFrom A Sinking
Mural Protested By New Yorkers Greek FreighterMIAMI — (UPI) — Twenty
crewmen were safely rescued
NEW YORK — (NPI) — Are presence in the Jamaica' Say. drawn his account at the bank from a slowly sinking Greek
racial stereotypes being per- ings Ban
itary comenanders want the
men younger in the service andl
a few years makes a tremen-I
dous amount of difference.
The draft is getting theml
young now, with the median
draft age for the entire coun-
try now 20 years, 9 months andi
coming down. So there'll be no
point in installing the new sys-
tem now.
But after the Viet Nam build-
up, when the situation has
stabilized, the Pcntagon setup
would work this way:
The draft would start taking
19 and 20-year-olds first. Those
who reached that age could still
get deferments by going to col-
lege. When the college student!
finished schooling, his name!
would then go into the t o
priority pool for induction. That!
picketines to
petuated by a bank mural show- The mur I shows in the first lprotest the mural. "Local ten-inc a Negro Revolutionary War scene Banjo Billy to be a "grin- .
hero strumming a guitar? fli, ng woolly headed. foot-stomp- 1
Area residents protested the
mural to the City Commission
on Human Rights. But the art-
ist who painted the mural de- Banjo Billy, a freed slave, is
fended his work, declaring that portrayed in his old age enter.
he had shown Banjo Billy to taming children with his guitar
in the mural by Edmond James
Fitzgerald, titled "An Histori-
cal Pageant of Long Island."
have "character, intelligence
and guts."
For the past two years Ne-
groes in the Jamaica Communi- William H. Booth, commis-
ty have protested the mural's sion chairman, said he had with.
ing, banjo-strumming. planta
tion stereotype of the Negro."
protestors said.
mons persist," he said, "he
cause the mural has not been
changed."
Fitzgerald defended his work,
noting that a second scene por-
trayed Billy as a guerilla fight-
er hiding behind bushes to at-
tack a column of British sol-
diers.
That scene showed that Billy
had "character, intelligence,
and guts," he said.
500 ALLOWANCE
FOR ANY USED CAR
REGARDLESS OF MAKE OR CONDITION!
Just drive it in and we will give you at least $500 allowance when you trade for a new
Mercury or Comet! And if you have a late model car in average condition, you'll really
get a big allowance ... the highest trade-in allowance in Memphis now at Schilling-on.
Union! Your present car doesn't have to be paid for, either ... well pay off your balance
for you when you trade!
'66
COMET LOW AS
$22O6
iff delft. I ro., en I
Factory equipped including padded dash
and visors, backup lights, outside rear view
mirror, seat belts, turn signals and color-
keyed interior.
FREE
UnlImited F r • e
Speed Car Washes
for a full year when
you buy any new
Comet or Mercury
from Schilling on
Union!
'66 MERCURY
$2853
esrloetoe freald
LVIIIII,OUS Monterey "tier -
factory equipood
somial safoly group
accessories.
More than 100 cars inside ...ready to go now. instant Bank Financing avail-
abl• on-tier-spoil
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 9:00 P.M.
ON UNION
017 UNION AYE. • 272-411 UNCOLN • MERCURY • ENGLISH FORD
We LEASE all Mikes sad Models
 ""t
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; WORLD'S HEAVIEST
Curtis French has announced
as a candidate for the position
of Circuit Court clerk from
Tipton County. In announcing
for this office he said t h e
office needs complete revamp-
freighter off the coast of Mexi-
co's Yucatan Peninsula before
dawn, but the ship's captain
stayed aboard in hopes of sav-
ing the vessel.
The U. S. Coast Guard here
reported that the freighter, the
422-foot Elias Dayfas II, was
taking water and "slowly going
down" in calm seas in the Yu-
catan Channel between Mexico
and Cuba.
A salvake tug was en route to
the scene.
The U.S. tanker Sea Pioneer,
from Wilmington, Del., took
aboard 20 members of the
ship's crew. But seven other
crewm?ri remained in a large
lifeboat near the sinking ship,
retady to board and aid their
captain if called upon
U.S. Puts 29-Ton
Satellite Into Orbit
America's mighty Saturn I
Rocket orbited the world's
heaviest satellite — its 29 ton
second stage — and used it as
a flying fuel laboratory to
prove the vehicle can double as
a moonship launcher.
The 92-foot rocket-satellite,
launched at 9:53 a.m. CDT,
after nearly a two-hour delay,
was whirling around earth
about 115 miles high in an en-
gineering test critical to the
Apollo moonshot program.
The successful launch mark-
ed another step toward using
an identical Saturn 1 to orbit
Apollo astronauts Virgil Gris-
som, Edward White, and Roger
Chaffee in November.
The object of the mission was
to see if the second stage can
harness its tricky liquid hydro-
gen fuel for several hours in
the weightlessness of space
and have it ready for an en-r
gine restart — a feat that must.
be performed for Apollo moon-
shots.
To see what was happening
to the high-enerd fuel in tilt
absence of gravity in orbit, the
television camera was peering
into the rocket's fuel tank and
flashing live pictures back to
earth.
Twelve minutes after launch,
the mission control center re-
ported the hydrogen appeared
to be behaving well remaining
stable in its tanks as small jets
gave the craft slight accelera-
tion.
Congressman George Gridcr (D., Tenn.) visits with t.
Leroy Thomas, a Memphis soldier recuperating from illness
received in Vietnam. Private Thomas and other Vietnam
veterans hospitalized at Bethesda Naval Hospital recent*
visited their congressman during a trip to the Capitol.
Race Relations Institute
Opens At Fisk U. June 27
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Over
100 Americans from all walks
of life who are interested in
solving the nation's problems
! in the area of intergroup re-
lations are preparing to meet
here for the 23rd annual In-
stitute of Race Relations.
Meeting on the campus of
Fisk University from June 27
to July 9, the participants will
hear prominent speakers from
religious groups, government
agencies, universities, and civ-
il rights organizations.
Purpose of the program
be to analyze the fast-moving
developments in American race
relations and to give the In-
stitute members background
information on the sociological,
psychological, political, eco-
nomic and religious aspects of
On the following day parti-
cipants will hear Morris Mil-
grim of Modern Community
Developers discuss ways and
means of ending segregation
in housing. and Tom Seessel,
of Community Progress, Inc.
minority group problems. of New Haven, Conn.. will
Dr. Herman H. Long, pres- speak on human resource dc-
ident of Talladega College and velopment programs.
Institute director, will deliver! Later the wide range of hum -
the keynote address on the op.! an relations problems will be
ening day, using as his theme highlighted by John Buggs of
"Race Relations to Human Re-!Los Angeles and Harry Catmint
will lations — A New Agenda." of Whitesburg. Ky. Briggs, es-
ecutive director of th - Los .tn•
epics County Commission o n
Human Relations will speak
i on the racial tensions in Watts,
and Caudill will talk on "Prej-
udice, Poverty, and Progress
in the Southern Hills."
The participants, who repre-
sent a wide variety of both vol-
untary and official organrri•
lions dealing with race rete
tions, will also gather in after-
noon norkshop programs cen-
tered around the areas of em-
ployment, community action,
and religion and race.
OLDSMOBILE
SALE
340 NEW OLDS
To Choose From
Starting at
1151
ALSO
*********tlnfr*****
* 14 DEMOS*.
* ALL AIR CONDITIONED .4(
* Tremendous Discounts *4:
*****************
PRYOR OLDS
2525 SUMMER
323-5556
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems '
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Paymehts
Cosh Yoq
Get—
S 500.00.
$1,000.00 
51, 500.00
12,000.00
12,500.00
$5,000.00 
A P
Pee.
Payments
S 12.90
$ 23.70
$ 34.50
.5 1530
$ 56.20
$110.82
Be Wise! Choose
State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better ti
Sorrow At a lank"
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SPORTS HORIZON
Tough Luck
For Nats
The National League, which
usually goes into the AU-Star
game favored over the rival
American League has suffered
a couple of tough breaks on the
eve of the game w hich is
scheduled for Busch Stadium in
St. Louis on Tuesday. 
JoeMorgan of Houston was
selected as the second sacker
and Ron Santo of the Chicago
Cubs WAS named for third base
and both are sidelined due to
injuries. Morgan, a little g u y
who has shown power in the As-
tros attack — plus some fancy
work in the field, hopes to re-
cover from a leg injury in time
to participate in his first clas-
sic after less than two years of
big league serviee. Santo's sta-
tus is more doubtful after be-
coming one of three Cubs hit
by pitched balls from M e t s'
throwers two weeks ago in a
wild beanball match in t h e
Windy City.
Substitutions at the two posi-
tions now appear likely. It's
possible that the number t w o
men in the balloting will get
the nod, the Dodger' Jim Le-
febvre and Jim Ray Hart of
San Francisco at third.
Both are better than average
ball players. However it's a
tough break for Morgan and
Santo and to the league if their
injuries prevent them from see-
ing action Tuesday.
POWER TO SPARE
Those rampaging Baltimore
Orioles have a well balanced
team but the Birds can hold
their own in the power category
despite the spacious dimensions
of Memorial Stadium, their
home field. Very conspicious
among th- players who have
pelted the horsehide the farth-
est are Frank Robinson a n d
Boog Powell, the two Orioles
Baltimore fans are counting on
to bring them an American
League pennant.
They may not hit the most
homers out of the Baltimore
Park but their circuit blasts are
among the longest ones. Robin-
son has hit one 503 feet, Har-
mon Killebrew of the Twins
has hit one 471 feet and Powell
has hit one tea. A few weeks
ago Robinson got good wood on
a fastball and became the first
Oriole to lift one from the prem.
lies.
You can always get an argu-
ment about the longest home
run.
Boston's George Scott, built
on the order of a weight lifter,
might come along and settle
the argument. He almost clear
ed the re,:f. at Detroit's left-
field. None have ever cleared
it; and h also hit one on the
top deck of Yankee Stadium.
The latter poke had oldtimers
recalling a similar swat by the
great Ji:..iny Foxx in 1932.
Foxx, second on the all time
homer list with 53, is only nine
ahead of Willie Mays who
should overtake the former A's
stalwart sometime in July or
early August.
There's no question who holds
the record as a switch hitter,
Mickey Mantle. Mantle hit one
out of the old Washington Park
hitting righthanded and has hit
the facade in right at Yankee
Stadium hitting lefthanded.
Babe Ruth's 714 four base
wallops leaves the great "Bam-
bino" still in a commanding
lead and only Mays, who re-
cently passed Ted Williams to
move into third place, is given
even an outside chance of de-
throning Ruth. Afte r Mays,
Hank Aaron, the current major
league leader with 24, has the
best chance to become the best
fence buster in baseball. A n d
thos who failed in high aggre-
gates will be remembered per-
haps for their ponedrous wal-
lops.
PRESTIGE TOURNEY
U.S. Stars Ready
For British Open
MUIRFIELD, Scotland —
UPI) — The cream of the U.S.
PGA circuit stood ready Tues-
day to assault Muirfield's mon-
ster golf course for a paltry
$4,804 top prize in the British
Open, whose biggest prize is
prestige.
Jack Nicklaus, who has tried
four times to add this elusive
feather to the cap which carries
all the other tournament titles,
was still betting favorite on the
eve of the first round. Former
winners Arnold Palmer and
Tony Lema were ranked high
among the competitors.
A gap in the PGA tour
brought most of the top U.S.
money-winners to try the 6,887-
yard, par 71 Muirfield course.
U.S. Open champion Billy Cas-
per was among those who pass-
ed it up.
Other leading Americans in
the field were Doug Sanders,
Phil Rodgers, Julius Boros,
Dick Sikes and Dave Marr.
Nicklaus first appeared in
1962 when he failed to make
the cut. He has been second
and third but was the 7-2 fav-
orite Tuesday for the tourney,
which opens Wednesday. He has
practiced for a week with the
smaller British golf ball and
has been under par most of the
time.
"I'm playing well and am
satisfied with my game," Nick-
lans said. "Now see what hap-
pens."
Lema drew a large gallery
Tuesday when he nearly holed
an iron approach down the 18th
fairway from a couple of hun-
dred yards out. The ball hit
the flag and died about an inch
from the cup.
"That was my only good
shot," he complained. "I shot
an 80 and I feel terrible. I'd
rather be home."
Lema picked up a cold flying
over the Atlantic on his way to
Muirfield.
"I've seen a local doctor,
who has given me some medi-
cation but I have sinus trouble
to boot," Lema said.
Palmer, the 5-1 second fav-
orite, fired a great 32 on the
' front nine ("they went down
from all angles"), but his game
fell off considerably coming
back.
Marr putted like a demon,
sinking a 40-footer on the fifth
and three other lengthy taps,
but he had trouble with his ap-
proach shots.
"I'm ready now," Marr said.
"This was the first time I was
satisfied with my play off the
tee."
Most in the field of 130 have
complained about the roughs.
The rough is very high right up
to the fairway, which is about
24 yards wide at the broadest
point. Competitors claim this is
unfair because a player is pen-
alized the same, whether his
hall is two inches or 20 feet off
the fairway.
"This is not an ordinary tour-
nament, this is the Open," said
chairman Gerald Micklem, who
did order the foot-high rough
trimmed a little Monday. "If
we insisted the driver be used,
It would be a different matter,
but players have a bagful of
clubs and can use the one that
suits the situation."
The odds ajter Nicklaus and
Palmer were South African
Gary Player at 6-1, Lema at
7-1, and defending champion
Peter Thomson of Australia
10-1.
Player has won every major
tournament. And this is what
Nicklaus wants to do this week
in Scotland.
BLAZE
DALY CITY, Calif. — (UPI)
— The Daly City Fire Depart-
ment kept its distance early as
Bruno Belottes home burned to
the ground. But he sort of un-
derstood.
Belotti, an avid hunter and
connoisseur of old cars, ex-
plained that the constant sharp
reports and explosions came
from eight loaded guns, mag-
nesium powder and acetylene
gas he kept in the house. 6
THREE MEMBERS OF the Chicago Bears
football team are used to drilling but not
this kind. Receiving some points on the use
of a rifle from Lt. Gerald Meier (second
from right) are Pvt. Jim Purnell, Pvt. Dick
Butkus and Pvt. Jim Jones. These highly-
From Batesville,
Miss. • • •
paid members of the Bears are receiving
introduction to basic training while attend-
ing two-week summer field training camp
as members of the *3rd Inf. Division of the
Illinois National Guard. (UPI PHOTO.)
Can Robin Roberts
By CLEY W. JOINER Come Back At 39?The funeral of Miss Minnie
Rudd was held Sunday, June, HOUSTON — UPI) — Robin Roberts, who signed for a
12, at the Liberty Hill M. B. Roberts has come back twice $25,000 bonus with the Phillies
Church, it was reported kith the past when big leaguelback in 1948 after starring at
Batesville, Miss. !clubs have given up on him. Michigan State University, was
Miss Rudd, who was HI and But now the question is one of baseball's best pitchers
crippled, had to use a wheel whether the winningest active in the early 50's. He led the
chair for the last few years of pitcher in the Major Leagues Phils to the 1950 pennant ano
her life. She was buried in the can do it again at the age of was a 20-game winner for six
old family cemetery. The Rev.39. straight seasons. He pitched in
Walter Nash officiated. Roberts, just 16 victories shy five All-Star games and tied the
She is survived by her sister, of becoming the 15th 300-game National Leagu
e record by
Mrs. Rubbie Crawser, andjwinner in Major League history, pitching the opening game for
relatives was placed on waivers
 by the the Phils 12 straight seasons.
Funeral services for Mra 
. 1 Houston Astros Monday for the But last year, Roberts asked
Anna Davis of Hernanda, Miss,
purpose of giving him his un- for his release from the Orioles
'conditional release, because he didn't feel he was
were held at the Colmany Roberts was angry when he getting enough work from man-
Chapel Church on June 12, was informed of the club's de- ager Hank Bauer.
Rev. Ford officiated.
She moved recently from 
cision by manager Grady Hat- Baltimore let him go July 31
ton. Roberts stormed out of the and he signed with Houston
Houston clubhouse, refusing to August 6, recording a 5-2 mark
make any comments to report- with the Astros the final t‘k()
ers. months of the season. He had
She was a teacher in this If Roberts is not claimed by surgery on bone chips in his el-
county for several years before' any club on waivers, he will bow after last season but felt
retiring, be free to deal with any team ,he was still able to pitch win-
Mrs. Davis is survived bYti as a free agent — if he can aisoning ball.
two sisters, one brother, neph-lconvince somebody he still can, This year with Houston he
ews, and nieces. be a winner in the Majors. was 3-5 in 13 games, 12 of them
At the Harrisonville M. B. Hatton said the team decided starts. He had a 3.80 era.
Church, the Rev. C. Pape from to release Roberts to make Roberts, who has a 284-242
Memphis preached a sermon room on the roster for Don lifetime mark and has pitched
here to Crowder Miss., where
she and her late husband lived
at the time of his death.
entitled "Run and Do Not Lookl Arlich, a 23-year-old lefthander
Back." who has been purchased from
The sponsor of the Children's Houston's Oklahoma City farm
Day program presented a pro. club.
'am at the church.
Geraldine, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Joiner, was here
last Saturday night.
Mrs. Hazel Bratchet went
to Memphis last week to take
her daughter, Fay to the John
Gaston Hospital. Fay is suffer-
ing from a skin tumor in her
side. She is doing fine so far
The funeral of Reggie Wad-
dington from the vicinity of
Oxford, Miss., was held Sunday
at Mt. Hope M. B. Church in
Batesville, Miss. Burial was in
the Hanisonville Cetery beside
his wife, who died last year.
Funeral services are to be
held for Mrs. Thessie Martin,
who died Saturday noon. Cen-
tury Burial Association is in
charge of arrangements. She
died in the Batesville hospital.
A Father's Day progrtm was
held at Sand Spring A.M.E.
Church. Walter L. Fondren was
sponsor.
Arthur Lee Fondren gave the
welcoming address. The Rev.
G .W. Ward from Mark preach
a sermon.
Daniel Hines and his wife
Edelen, Clarence Hines, and
his wife, all from Memphis,
spent last Saturday night with
their family, Mr. and Mrs. Jes-
sie Hines.
The Church of God in Christ
of East Batesville held services
as usual.
New York Jobs
$40"- S8500„ Per Week
Free Room St Board, Expense Adv.
TRAVEL MAIDS INC.
158 BEALE ST. 523 • 2132
DAY or NIGHT
For sass
in your salads,
bring on the...
!PEAS HOMEMADE ITALIAN DRESS/NO:
Combine the following hi a jar. Shots vigorously.
3,41 cup Seems VInepr, 1 cup rem ell, 1 teaspoon
salt. 1/2 teaspoon white pepper, 1/2 teaspoon
celery salt, 1/4 teaspoon arrenne, t(t teaspoon dry
mustard, 1 clove garlic, minced, and dash Tabasco
sauce. Shake again before sorting. Yield: 1/4 cups.
FREE.• th-pog• booklet 'Why 01407 Etom•on• Tell
No About Al Mete Ulm* ALII Merv. 'Write *PEAS
WAWA"IdISMiabeltam• Ara laser Os Ma
a total of 4,640 2/3 innings in
the Major Leagues, now faces
another crossroads in his ca-
reer.
Call 
rBR6u-7.2"1"951
APPLIANCE &
FURNITURE CO. '11".' t.4""Y' &Friday nighti CH 1 r M.
134$ POPLAR AVENUE t,"1.4„""rpte
Caesar of PepAer and Cianglaiini
AIR CONDITIONER
• 7 quiet-maker features
• Furniture styled! With
hardwood fronts —
in walnut finish.
• Famous Norge qualify.
Dennliclabie year after
rar•
We'll Mike Aerserawatts
for your Elocfric Wirlug,
Installation and combine
into one Easy Payment.
NO mourf DOWN
FIRST PAYMINT
IN AUGUST,
Yaws from now you'll be glad if's
HUNTER
WINDOW
FANS
Sl's Per Week
1st PAYMENT
IN AUGUST
LIVING 7995
ROOM .1
SUITE
3 PIECE
' ROOM
BED (2881
SUITE
MATTRESSES,
Matching $7995
SP in go
Schellhase Heads Touring U.S. Cage 5
Twelve basketball stars from
college and industrial ranks ar-
rived at the U. S Naval Aca-
demy Tuesday for a week al
practice before beginning a
European tour. Clarke o
f Australia bettered
The team will meet Russia Kipcboge Keino's 5,000-meter
eight times and Czechoslovakia world
 record by 7.6 seconds
and Poland twice each.
Squad members include All-
American Dave Schellhase of
Purdue and Clyde Lee of Van-
dervilt and Lou Hudson on Mln•
ANNAPOLIS, Md. — (UPI). Bodkin of Eastern Kentucky iStat., Doris Murray of Detroit
and Bill Melchionni of Mamma
111111d three members of the AAU
-Phillips flews of Bartiesvillo,
Okla. — Kendall Rhine, lab,'
Roscoe and Darrell Carrier. A
13th player may be added lat-
er.
John Rundle of Minnesota is
acting as head coach, assisted
by Hank Vaughn of the Good-
year Wingfoot AAU team of
Akron, Ohio. Dave Gregg,
former army athletic director,
is manager-trainer.
Dennis Hamilton of
New World Mark
STOCKHOLM — (UPI) — Rae
Tuesday night with an amazing
effort of 13:16.6 minutes.
Observers believed, that
Clarke, who also holds the 10,-
000-meter world record in 27:
37.9, could have lowered Ke.
nesota, Jack Mann of Duke, ino's mark even more with a
Jim Barnett of Oregon, Eddie better start.
ilairlane 300
G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOPS SALE!
At A Special Low Price
For Fairlane's Sale of the Year j
ONLY. . . . $2095
If you wont to do off your own shifting, the 4-.peed
br you. Tairlanes optional 4-4pee1 manual transmis-
sion (available with "4's) is fully synchronised with
higher svimarleal ratio in firrt gear. Gives fast teker,fr
from etzesdieg sort. Iflooreoottosid shift boa has
*re versharacor lockout
Special with the Fairiatie CITA h aSporcllift
CrtliMi4)4/11tiC Dilv wtecb pram in& mariaell
anatinetic shifting. Pre mannal guar ohoogtog. mow
shift Inve bock to Low (t) and OM& through 2odi
(2) sod into High Of Drive 1.1:” Foe fay moomotio
skittlag. slim* snow leo& to IDriso and gel
PAIRLANIS MIRIAM'S FAIRLAIIIIS
Finance Plan To Fit Everyone's Pocket
$5900
DOWN
$5000
/ PER MONTH
A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So . . .
Come out to Herff on Summer today — It will only
take a minute to make your deal!
BETTER BUY AT
HERFF FORD
12450 SUMMER AVE. 4511-1151A
ErrA Km
- :4 1
• 
k • .vp
PI 
• # 1.10 10.
•
I Ab • 144. A A •
1/1"rW
I • A •
• IF • A as—
WE'RE *HOME,
MOMS. WE DID
liDuR SUPER-
MARKETSHoPPING
THE CISCO KID
4-
4
BIG BEN BOLT
Pr;
STRAIKA AND
mORDOR ARE COMING
OUT OF THEIR HOUSE.
—THEY'RE CARRYING
LUGGAGE, DEN !
DID DAD HAVE A
BALL! HE LqvEs
THOSE TRICK DOoR5
WITH THE. ELECTRONIC
EYE —
BEN'S BEEN GONE Focz
OVER SIX HOURS!!
FELIX THE CAT
VUR WORK WOULGN'T Pi LE UP
ALL OVER YOUR DE'5K  IF YOU
WERE OIZGANIZED'
YyQU 'RE
s.
RIGHT,
6055:
•
•
I'M WRMNG
KITTY A
N,Apop
40 ;
WI-IY DON'T
YOU JUT
g4ONIE?
DONALD DUCK
A NOTICE FROM THE CITY
NOT TO PUT OUT MORE
THAN ONE TRASH CAN!
.0
- ..
Boys, AFTER yesTERroy THE LAW
WILL BE 9NARMING AROUND
LOOKING FOR HOSS THIEVES!
you TALTHEm. I'LL 6E7 BACK 'TOY via.t2
AMOS. YOU PHONE WHEN 'YOU FWD DO.
OUT WHERE THEY'RE HEADING.
YES, BEN. YOU'RE WHERE?? 1 DON'T
BEU EVE I'VE EVER HEARD OF THAT
LOCATION.
WELL YOU'VE L
CLEARE7 YOU
PE 5K, I 5Ee...
Sor
o0,0L0
7-1
WE USUALLY
HAVE. THREE!
rr'S
130.nCAUSE.
(- YOU KiDs
BREAK 50
MUCH STUFF!
1
4
.:001
64
-0411,Nc"
'eAlpo
*•.'*
;
SURS,
SU T...
-WHEN ETT.V.S doe
MENDS WALK uP 7r)
IT,THE 00012 FLIES OPEN:
BUT I SURE HOPE YOU 1".VIV-1,5
AK ME TO Fir! .;
ANYTHING;
•
Faux, YOWL!. WEYER GuES5
WHAT HAPPENED To7AY. I WAS
1.40P.PING FOR A NEW WAT
wHEN I 5AW A COAT 11-AT 5 A 
FVRFECT MATCH FORA 1..._  
PAIR OF 5140E 5 i 11'5 A
VT.Z...-1A,Ti=_S CNE-WAY
F145NE!kk
tedtJO
vt- ,
wei_L;TOCIA>,5
CAN DAY-
WHAT ARE Yol..1
GOINO To 00?
4eago
I'm
PUTTING
arr ONE
CAN!
POP EYE
'TIS TIME
FOR ANOTHER
U.114cH!
I'LL SAY
IT Is! WE
HAS NEVER
HAD iT So
GooD !
SECRET AGENT X9
BRICK BRADFORD
THAT RoDoT ooE5
NO move. IN A
MECHANICAL-
MANNE121.
THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD OF /AY 5urr WILL.
PROTECT ME FRom THAT
BUT I MUST
OUTMANEUVER THE
itoe.orL
HENRY
-
'Y'rY
€3
At The Brink With J.J.
GosH!?
YOU SURE
CAN EAT.
PopEYE!
wri
BLOW ME DoWN!
SHIVER A TIMBER!!
LET'S RUN THROUGH
THE MENU FOR A
STARTER!
'BLOW ME DOWN!
GUESS IT IS
SALT AIRS I. BREAC___ES?
•
41.4•-is
go.
I INIF kQ
11110001,
 
MOWN
72
iteantohile, ata major electronics /Ant,
a government-Ordered Computer is
loaded into an identical crate and
readied For shipment to NATO in Farce,.
•.
•••••
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A new and most exciting dee- i white-gold bases; a versatile
orative accessory offers tns..1"decorator" planter model for
limited decor possibilities forp u a kisiodummoa 'encuottmill
,the borne and office. • • •
The 12 new models includeLava Lite, orginally develo
ed in Europe, is being success- For summer patio or lawn
• • •fully introduced in the United'
States and Canada. parties the "Continental" mod-
el, a non
-electrical unit, is ideal,
adding a brilliant table accent
to a casual bar-be-cue or a
Inside its crystal housing and more formal lawn party.
a color-coordinated chemical • • • 
substance which mysteriously The candle base, a specialbubbles and froths into hull-, formula developed by the Lava
dreds of fascinating, mo v in g People, comes in three glass col-
formations.
• • •
The ever-changing imp
sion of form and glowing light
is intriguing and produces a
hypnotic, tranquilizing effect.
Now available in adult and
children's models, in both elec-
trical and non-electrical c o r d-
less units, in varying sizes and
color combinations, the conver-
sation-stoppers will be eagerly
accepted by the homemaker
who values originality in home
furnishings and entertaining.
• •
The one-of-a-kind Lava Lite
units are completely adaptable
for use in every home and with
any interior design. There are
three different base and liquid
conbinatIons to choose from —
blue-green, champagne, cha
tal clear fluid.
Of particular interest to moth-
ers is the newly introduced
child's nite-lite.
sery or child's room.
ble models and sophisticated
wall unites to use in pairs or
tinctively styled walnut base ta-
ration's research department,
ments.
According to the Lava Corpo-
the unit answers a universal
need for a subdued, sleep-pro-
singly, for unique wall treat-
yoking night lite for the nur-
real or artificial flowers; dis-
• • •
The model is a colorful dec-
orative accessory which glowsl
reassuringly in the dark.
Enchanted with the bubbling
formations, children become so.
fascinated with the magical
light, they drop off to sleep
quickly, comforted and secure,
a department aide states.
modern styled table models in
various sizes with walnut or
- - - - —
New, Exciting Decorative
Accessory For Home, Office
• • •
The exotic, 'living Ii gh t",
contains a colorful liquid sealed
HIDE GRAY HAIR
to SULK BLACKDOUBLE ACTIONlontsaffainia
211001611111PtACE
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
Lava
JINNI
ONE
pad Si only ^ a le yew PS••-
WI toth th• good Onto of into
gni Slag Beer. Stag tastes th• oa•
MN, should. Dry.not saoot.That I
oitiat mallet Ft extra rstrottung.
Jon the Stag kw tonight!
ors — emerald green, ruby red
and yellow, with color-keyed
Lava liquid combinations
Highly recommended f o r
gift-giving there is a model for
every member of the family,
the new bride, the business ex-
ecutive or professional man.
pagnemist and red with crys-
Cordless and carefree, this
non-electrical model is a bril-
liant table accent for indoor
or outdoor entertaining. In
yellow base with color-keyed
liquid combinations.
CONVERSATION STOPPER
Lite "Decorator" model, for real and artificial
flowers. It's colorfl, bubbling action is a conversation stop-
per. Available in three base and liquid combinations, the
unit has a white and antique gold-flecked base. Overall
height is 16ti inches and 91s inches in diameter.
U.S. To Widen
Bombing Raids
Attacks Go On Near Haiphong;
Half Of Oil Depots Destroyed
Rev. S. B. Kyles, Pastor of
Monumental Bap& Church will
speak at Friendship Ba
Church Annual Friends' Day.
Sykers Celebrate
50th Anniversary
Mrs. Ella Belle Raines, Miss
Georgia Rose Sylvers honored
their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Sylvers with a reception
in honor of their fiftieth wed-
ding anniversary. The recep-
tion was held in the Sylvers
home at 1017 Leath and drew
scores of well wishers to the
couple who are prominent citi-
zens of the city and well known
in their community.
Mrs. Sylvers was charming
in a gold brocade dress and
her handsome husband sat at
her side during the evening.
The dining room table was
overlaid with a gold lace table-
cloth centered with gold glad-
iolas and fern set off by gold
candlebras.
SAIGON — The United States Nam's untouched industrial
prepared to bomb North Viet heart, as a high naval official
announced that U.S. pilots have
 
 destroyed about half the oil de-
pots in the Hanoi-Haiphong area
in a week of saturation bomb-
ing.
Rear Adm. James R. Reedy,
commander of carrier planes
bombing North Viet Nam, said
be has picked out likely new
targets in the Industrial corri-
dor between the Communist
capital of Hanoi and its port
of Haiphong.
The admiral said one target
would be a large steel plant if
his five-carrier force receives
orders to widen its air assault
on North Vietnamese targets.
Adm. Reedy said U.S. jets
have blasted another oil depot
close to Haiphong in a heavy
new day of raids against the
Communist north.
One flight of air force jets
had to dodge Russian-built sur-
face-to-air (SAM) missiles and
pilots reported the "flying tele-
phone poles" exploded uncom-
fortably close to their planes.
Adm. Reedy, who commands
the 7th Fleet staike force off
the Vietnamese coast, said a
continuing study of reconnais-
sance photos showed that about
50 per cent of the oil storage
facilities aroung Hanoi a a fl
Haiphong appeared to have
been destroyed in the recent
series of raids.
"I don't think there's much
good left in the Hanoi area
and not much more in Hai-
phong," Reedy told newsmen
aboard, his flagship, the car-
rier USS Constellation.
EXTRA REFRISRING....
;MAUS! irs MUER
EXTRA DI?
CARLON SiteltlIti
COMPANY,
11111.1.(Y/L.Lit. IL LINO/1
Dl inintotiot 6, A. I loo
M.. el Oweihy 116.• 1677
Volume Makes The
Difference
BUY YOUR 1966 FORD
FROM
HULL DOBBS CO.
WORLD'S LARGEST
FORD
DEALERS
THE BEST PLACE ON EARTH
TO BUY YOUR CAR
115 South Third St.
Ph 526-8571
A musical program was ren-
dered by Garmer Currie, Mrs.
Imogene Hill, Mrs. S a r ah
Smith. Mrs. Flora Bonds and
Mrs. Myrtle Hentrel accompan-
ied by her husband, Rev. P.
Gonya Hentrel, pastor of Trini-
ty CME Church where the Syl-
vers are members. Mrs. Eddie
Rideout poke briefly.
The happy couple received
many, many gifts and the mosti
unique gifts received by them
was from their son and daugh-
ter in law, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Sylvers who presented the m
with gold wedding bands.
11 Arkansans Die
As Motorists Go
The Wrong Way
BLYTHEVILLE, Ark. (UPI)
— Two motorists went the
wrong way on interstate high-
ways. Eleven persons died as a
result.
Six, four of them from one
family, died on Interstate 55,
about three miles east of Blythe-
ville and five others on Inter
state 30 at Benton.
Among the many guests pres-
ent to extend their congratu-
lations were Mr. and Hunter
Stiger, Miss Jim Ella Cotton,
Mrs. Mary Louise Sherrod,
niece of the couple; Mrs. Area-
the Brownlee, a great niece of
the Sylvers, Mr. and Mrs.
James Gray, brother and sister
In law of Mrs. Sylvers from
Columbus, Mississippi; M r s.
Thelma Woods, a niece of the
couple from St. Louis; Manuel
Doggett, Mr. and Mrs. Roxelle
Blanchard, niece and nephew
of the Sylvers; Mrs. Auroura
Covington, Mrs. Therise Brown
and her daughter, Renee who
are all nieces of the couple;
Mrs. Georgia Quinn, a former
co-worker of Mrs. Sylvers' at
Manassas High School where
she taught for many years; Mr.
and Mrs. D. J. Thomas, she
is also a former co-worker of
Mrs. Sylvers' at Manassas;
Mrs. Katherine Morris, a n d
Mrs. Charles Crawford.
Hostesses for the reception
were Miss Vernita Doggett,
Mrs. Amelia R. Jones, Mrs.
Zernia Peacock. Mrs. Bernice
Mayes, who had her little
daughter Stephanie; Mrs. Fred-
die Mitchell, and Miss Velma
Lois Jones.
Other guests included Mrs.
Retie Burchett, one of the first
students of Mrs. Sylvers at
Bridgewater School; Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Mayes, Sr., Mrs. Lu-
cinda Floyd, Mrs. Mildred Mc-
Kinney, Roscoe McWilliams,
Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Dyson,
Mrs. Ethel J. Smith, Mrs.
Clyde Hickerson, Mrs. Beatrice
Fuller, Mrs. Esther Chambers,
Cree Watts, Mrs. Sarah R.
Smith, Mrs. Maxine Johnson,
John Doggett. J. D. Williams,
Matthew Davis, J. H. Hickman,
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Hayes, W.
C. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Gray, Mrs. Alice Leonard, Mr.
and Mrs. Theodoric C. James,
Mrs. Tullah Blackwell, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Smith, M r.
and Mrs. Warren Wurtzburg,
Miss Georgia James, Miss An-
na Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Becton, Mr. and Mrs. T. J.
Johnson, the Hardemans, J. H.
Hickman, Mrs. Flora Bonds,
and daughter Ivory Mae; the
Wilkes Family, Mr. and Mrs.
John Cox, Mr. and Mrs. Her-
State Trooper Marvin Weeks man Dixon, Mrs. A nit a
said Ronnie Layton of Dexter Weatbersby, Mrs. Alice Bailey,
Mo., driver of one of the cars la Reginald Wurzburg, Mrs. Lu-
the Blytheville accident, was j greta Stong, Melvin Conley,
the wrong lane of traffic whes4Mr. and Mrs. Sam Qualls,
his car hit another with a glan Leonard Murrell, Weby Brooks,
ing blow and then hit a second Miss Racheal Duncan wi th
one headon. Six persons died in mother Mrs. Emalyn Duncan
that accident. and Traci Johnson.
MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD Si ORES
EAST-5014 POPLAR At Mendenhall)
MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON
KRAFT
VELVEETA
2 Lb. Box
I
n
a 2 LIMIT
STARKIST 
TUNA
• 
; 3 LIMIT
'61/2 Oz. 54 
VAN CAMP'S
PORK & BEANS
21F6°ORz 29s
FRED MONTESI
HORMEL
LUNCHEON
FA 11
12 OZ 47'
Wiik..a,pon •AO $5.00 additicotel purehose. Couneo •••
.41111Polta Noon, Jun• lot One et each coupes oat cos*
swim To meow. berth 061717,7n7, Pt:14 • s oS10•00 0444.
Olooloi porches*. oartholiem ye iII* Of CO6 poen morehoodi ad.
(fresh Silk oreeleets, end ftbocca, •xcluded in coraptia
enesuOIlt store loos.)
DUKE'S
SALAD DRESSING
QT. 
41KRAFT
FRENCH
DRESSING 8 °z
CRISCO OR
HUMKO
PUREIC
LAUNDRY
BLEACH
V2 GAL.
WITH COUPON
DUNCAN HINES
CAKE MIX
WHITE, YELLOW, DEVILS
FOOD, LEMON
VEGETABLE FRED MONTESI
SHORTENING SHORERIsco 39c
HIM 33'
WITH COUPON
FRED MONTESI
SALT
26 oz.
2.1 54
Wi 'II coupon and SS.00 °deli Hanoi pure-has% sae Wing .
yahoo of coupon awereleaodloo (fresh ell Ilt products .... ,
. wad Salaries ales swelodoel be osumplIammw wish store
• us- ienrh, Owe 00,11,1111 pew rowsiwwww Coo pow eripWas
W thew, Arlp ja,
Pia&
PRESERVES
18 Oz. 3
S • • • •
• • • 0 • .4 • . rileffIrsb-Mr-WIP
A.* -4.-tf1
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Oswald's Widow Has A Baby Boy
RICHARDSON, Tex. (UPI) — birth to a seven-pound 12-ounce
Mrs. Marina Oswald Porter, 24, boy.
whose first husband assassinat-
ed President Kenndy, gave
The child, Mark Wayne, was
the first for her and Kennethl Marina Rachel, 3.
Jess Porter, a former elec-
tronics technician. They were
married June 1, 1965. Km
Porter has two children, born
of her marriage to Lee Harvey
Oswald, June Lee, 4, and
-
•••_
WALKERS.
DISTILLED
LONDON DRY
•...74;;Eico
44-7
hAi
The inside story:
•  All we changed
were the bottles.
-
WALKER'S!
liE 
I
CRYSTAL
VODKA
(14u1/4o:
ao PROOF
.re 
How come? To match what goes inside.
Still your favorite Hiram Walker's Gin Made with imported botanicals.
Still your favorite Vodka distilled an extra step for extra dryness.-
sus WINN or Cll. 901100F • DtSTILIE FIX WA •TOOLI •11-IN IMIERanswaw P011W SPIRIS • MUM WAII(11 & SSC IX., MIK II
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME  Mother's name 
Address 
Phone number
Mil to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Number of papers wanted weekly
Puerto Rican Ghetto Forum Is Scheduled
An open hearing on problems
confronting t h e Puerto Rican
communinty in Chicago will be
held in City Hall, on July 15 by
the Chicago Commission on
Human Relations, Ely M.
Aaron, chiirman, announced.
At the same time, Aaron
said that Guillermo A. Muniz,
manpower coordinator for the
Chicago Committee on Urban
Opportunity, has been appoint-
ed to head the planning staff for
the conference. He will be as-
sisted by Anthony Perdomo,
Assistant States Attorney of
Cook County. Both men are on
temporary loan for this assign-
ment.
"Persons interested and con-
cerned with the needs and
Quell Unrest Is Goal Of CCHR Parley
problems of Puerto Ricans are
Invited to offer their views with
regard to proposals and pro-
grams aimed at hastening the
assimilatior of Puerto Ricans,
while at the same time main-
taining their special cultural
contributions as Puerto Ri-
cans," Aaron stated in his an-
nouncement.
"The hearing will seek solu-
tions to problems," he declared,
adding that "Puerto Ricans who
are unable to speak English
may testify in Spanish."
Outlining the rules of the
hearing, Aaron said that
'RIGHTS BILL'S USELESS'
Stokley Carmichael, new national chairman of the Student
Non-violent Coordinating Committee, presides at Washing-
ton, D.C. news conference where he called the civil rights
bill "totally useless and totally unnecessary." He said
"The President is taking himself off the spot again by
sending a bill to Congress which is totally useless." (UPI
Telephoto)
Best Businessman Named
CARBONDALE, 111.—A Hora-
tio Alger-type young tycoon who
ignored "it can't be done" ad-
vice of other businessmen and
founded a successful carpet mill
employing poverty - stricken
Oklahoma Indians, was named
the nation's Outstanding Small
Businessman of 1966.
FIVE
for
ONE
 ,000._•/•••••aiii/f/N*0/0,12600M/00./. -••1•4•••••=a0a.
FANTASTIC----
but TRUE!
OUR
JUVENILE
ESTATE BUILDER
gives you
FIVE FOR ONE AT AGE 21
A $1,000 Policy Purchased
At Ages 0-11 Automatically
Jumps In Value To $5,000
Al' Age 21 With NO
INCREASE IN PREMIUM
Coritacf One Of Our Representatives For Details
Mtattindk & Aeldati
IttitiNtita Cornpang
District Office: 331 Vance Avenue Phone: 525-7161
wherever possible, a dv a nee
copies of testimony should be
submitted to the Commission on
Human Relations. Testimony
will be limited to ten minutes
for each person, b u t longer
statements may be submitted
in writing and will be made
part of the reCord.
If necessary. a second ses-
sion will be held, Saturday, July
16.
Those wishing to testify,
Aaron said, should contact
either Muniz or Perdomo by
calling 332-0719 or 332-0792, at
Room 1328, 211 W. Wacker dr.
Muniz, the coordinator of the
conference, is a 40 year old
native of Puerto Rico. He lives
The award was presented to
Donald J. Greve, head of the
Sequoyah Carpet Mills, Ana-
darko, Okla., during the 11th an-
nual conference of the National
Council for Small Business
Management Development at
Southern Illinois University.
(AN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
CONVINIENT
IlOCA !IONS
t4,(55i.ei woo
9r1
—
Have. Something',
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?
Lot Miss
Defender
Classified
Do It!
CALL JA 6-8397
HELP WANTED
Can You Use More Cash?
are you a housewife in need
of beautiful clothing and
money too? Learn how you
can represent the latest in
fashions. Become A Beeline
Stylist.
Call For An Appointment
Ph. 948-4391 or 942-0837
PEST
.IXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Limos/ sad Beaded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
"WE DLL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
TEETHING PAIN
New liquid ORA-JEL Safely ends teeth-
ing pain. Just apply, pain "flies away."
Recommended by many
pediatricians, works fast...
results guaranteed or
money back. Also available PARENTS
In jell. 111 0ora-jeiZJ
at 807 W. Lakeside pl. and has
been a Chicago resident since
1951.
Muniz studied sociology at
the University of Puerto Rico
and at LaSalle University here. west.
He is a member of the Gov-
ernor's Commission for the
Spanish speaking people of Il-
linois, a member of the Mayor's
COMMi3SiON on New Residents
and an advisor to 19 Puerto
Rican organizations, in the mid-
New Subscription Order
a
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below a
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
TO
Striae Address
City 
 
Zone No. 
State 
ATHAWS
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
4#1 
176 RI 1711 DEAL STREET JA 6-5300
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
• 162-164411 BEALE ST. •
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sala
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
•
PT RI-STATE DEFENDER IN
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender goes on sale
each Thursday at the following locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Broad Avenue
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free Delivery Open? Days
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
324-9126
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance
DAVIS REXALL DRUGS
1550 Netherwood at
S. Willett
EWING ESSO
SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Ave.
452-3101
Speedy Delivery
KAUFFMAN DRIVE
IN GRO.
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentine
272-3112
Free Delivery
L & H Sundry
142 Si Iverage
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines& Newspapers
All Out of Town
Newspapers
10 N. Main
526.9648
ORIOLE DRUG
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS 1014 Mississippi
1101 Firestone 942-1712
Pres. & Del. Service
POST OFFICE
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG t2
209
9EBSeCaOlePR TT DRUG
1430 S. Bellevue
PROSPECT REXALL
DRUGS
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324-9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
HAWKINS GRILL
.1247 E. McLemore
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
249 5 Carnes
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SAUNDERS DRUG CO
565 S. Parkway E.
RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore
948-4576
Pres. & Del Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 526-9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres. & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
TWO SISTER'S FOOD SHOP
2401 Eldridge
458-9878 .
Good Foods
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Ave.
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WAD LINGON
.4251 E. McLemore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920
Patronize The Advertisers You Find
In The Pages Of The
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
